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Welcome from the BSSP President 

I AM DELIGHTED to welcome delegates to the British Society of Plant 
Pathology’s Annual Meeting here at the University of the West of England, 
Bristol and very much hope you enjoy the event. BSPP Presidential meetings 
are somewhat unique in that the incoming President can choose a topic for 
the meeting, which therein creates a dilemma. A topic that’s too broad 
makes it challenging to develop a theme, whereas a topic that’s too specific 
may not address the interests of our members. I have chosen of topic that 
has been the basis of my research for a long time, the arms race between 
pathogens and plants, but broadened it out to include all sorts of pathogens 
and not just the bacteria I have been focused on. 

Plant pathogens and their hosts are engaged in a continual arms race of 
attack and defence. Most plants have some resistance to most pathogens 
but pathogens have found ways of subverting these defences and utilising 
the plant for their own purposes, leading to disease. Plants can respond to 
pathogen changes but over a much longer time scale – unless we can give 
them a helping hand. This meeting will showcase current and emerging 
understanding of how pathogens are overcoming plant defences and how 
this knowledge could be used to improve disease control.  

We have an exciting array of invited speakers from near and far, including 
Canada, USA, New Zealand as well as the UK. They will cover topics that 
include the evolution of bacterial, fungal, oomycete and viral plant 
pathogens as well as the evolution of plant immunity. We are also pleased 
to have a good, range of offered talks on the same themes and a poster 
session on Monday covering all aspects of plant pathology. 

During the meeting we will have the traditional PH Gregory offered paper 
and the John Colhoun postgraduate poster competitions. Saskia Hogenhout 
from the John Innes Centre will deliver the second RKS Wood prize lecture, 
awarded in honour of an outstanding BSPP member. Congratulations to 
Saskia on her award and to our new Honorary Member, Julie Flood. Both 
will be present throughout the meeting and sharing their experiences in the 
lunchtime Career Chats on Tuesday. 

I hope you all have a stimulating meeting and enjoy your visit to Bristol. 

Dawn Arnold 

University of the West of England 

  



Programme | Arms Race 
Monday, 2 September 
All talks will take place in the tiered lecture theatre. Refreshments and meals will be provided in the adjacent area. 

Opening and Welcome 
0815 – 0915 Registration 

0915 – 0920 Welcome by Professor Dawn Arnold, BSPP President 2019 

Presidential address 

0920 – 1000 From spongy spore balls to island hopping: evolution of a plant pathologist 
Dawn Arnold (University of West England, UK) 

Keynote and Offered Talks 
1000 – 1020 Arms race or stalemate: Lessons from nature 

James Brown (John Innes Centre, UK) 

Session 1: Evolution of Bacterial Plant Pathogens  (moderator Wenbo Ma) 

1020 – 1050 KEYNOTE   Genomic dissection of bacterial host specificity 
David Guttman (University of Toronto, Canada) 

1050 – 1120 B R E A K  

1120 – 1150 KEYNOTE   Emergence and evolution of Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidae 
Honour McCann (Massey University, New Zealand) 

1150 – 1210 Dissecting the key factors involved in Pseudomonas cherry canker 
Michelle Hulin (NIAB-East Malling Research, UK) 

1210 – 1230 Study of biovar-specific determinants and role of communication with host plant in 
Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae virulence 
Elodie Vandelle (University of Verona, Italy) 

1230 – 1400 BSPP AGM (Lecture theatre, 1240-1310, members only) AND LUNCH 

Session 2: Evolution of Fungal and Oomycete Plant Pathogens  (moderator Sebastian Schornack) 

1400 – 1430  KEYNOTE   A conserved modular fold contributes to Phytophthora effector function and 
evolution 
Wenbo Ma (University of California, US) 

1430 – 1450 Avoiding the arms race: a multifaceted approach. A case study with strawberry powdery 
mildew 
Avice Hall (University of Hertfordshire, UK) 

1450 – 1510 A game of hide and seek – interactions between different effector genes in the fungal 
pathogen Leptosphaeria maculans 
Yongju Huang (University of Hertfordshire, UK) 

1510 – 1530 An unknown disease among the elms - 100 years of Dutch Elm Disease 
Gail Preston (University of Oxford, UK)  

1530 – 1600 B R E A K  



PH Gregory Award (chair Nicola Spence) 

1600 – 1800 Carmilla Ifeoma Asiana; Victoria Bueno-Gonzalez; Katia Hougaard; Asna Javaid; Cassandra 
Jensen; Katherine Noel; Helen Rees 

Poster Session and Reception 

1800 – 1930 Posters will be displayed in the area adjacent to the lecture theatre, accompanied by drinks 
and canapés 

CONFERENCE DINNER begins at 1930. PH Gregory and JH Colhoun award winners will be announced. 

Tuesday, 3 September 
All talks will take place in the tiered lecture theatre. Refreshments and meals will be provided in the adjacent areas. The 
Career Chats (30 mins), aimed at postgraduates and early career researchers, will be held in the lecture theatre. 

Session 3:  Evolution of Viral Plant Pathogens (moderator Gail Preston) 

0900 – 0930 KEYNOTE   Plant viruses: with enemies like these who needs friends? 
John Carr  (University of Cambridge, UK) 

0930 – 0950 Phage-bacteria coevolution in the rhizosphere: consequences for microbiome functioning 
and plant disease outbreaks 
Ville-Petri Friman  (University of York, UK) 

0950 – 1010 Cucumber mosaic virus alters aphid preference in tomato 
Warren Arinaitwe (University of Cambridge, UK) 

1010 – 1030 Testing the ‘Pay-Back’ hypothesis in the field: can bumblebee pollination ‘rescue’ seed 
production in cucumber mosaic virus-infected tomato plants? 
Anna Platoni (University of Cambridge, UK) 

1030 – 1100 B R E A K  

Session 4: Evolution of Plant Immunity (moderator David Guttman) 

1100 – 1130 KEYNOTE   Genomic insights into plant/pathogen interactions 
Jonathan Jones (The Sainsbury Lab Norwich, UK) 

1130 – 1150 An ancient integration in a plant NLR is maintained as a trans-species polymorphism 
Helen Brabham (The Sainsbury Lab Norwich, UK) 

1150 – 1210 Gene duplication and R genes: unravelling complex evolutionary dynamics 
Barbara Mable (University of Glasgow, UK) 

1210 – 1230 Multiple pathogen recognition by plant immune receptors 
Matthew Moscou (The Sainsbury Lab Norwich, UK) 

1230 – 1345 CAREER CHATS AND LUNCH 

 
  



Session 5: Evolution of oomycete and fungal plant pathogens  (moderator Robert Jackson) 

1345 – 1415 KEYNOTE   Phytophthora palmivora and its interactions with divergent land plant lineages 
Sebastian Schornack (The Sainsbury Lab Cambridge, UK) 

1415 – 1435 Genetic potential for adaptation of temperature response in the causal agents of phoma 
stem canker on oilseed rape 
Fay Newbery (University of Reading and Royal Horticultural Society, UK) 

1435 – 1455 Antibiotic use in crop production: a survey of the WHO regions of the world 
Phil Taylor (CABI, UK) 

Session 6: RKS Wood award 

1455 – 1500 Introduction to 2019 Winner 
Robert Jackson (University of Reading, UK) 

1500 – 1530 Phytoplasma effectors alter plant development, promote insect vector reproduction rates 
and modulate disease dynamics that contribute to phytoplasma success 
Saskia Hogenhout (John Innes Centre, Norwich, UK) 

1530 END 

We thank the CONNECTED Network for their support of this meeting. 

COMMUNITY NETWORK FOR VECTOR-BORNE PLANT VIRUSES. 

www.connectedvirus.net 



Biographies | invited speakers and awards 

John Carr 
I am the Professor of Plant Virology at Cambridge University's Department 
of Plant Sciences, Vice President of Corpus Christi College Cambridge, and 
an Associate Scientist of the BecA-ILRI Hub in Nairobi Kenya. I have 
collaborated with scientists in sub-Saharan Africa since 2010 on projects 
aimed at benefiting resource-poor smallholder farmers, by developing novel 
strategies to protect crops against plant viruses and their insect vectors. My 
research interests include viral subversion of plant resistance, viral gene 
expression, plant-virus-insect vector interactions, and the mutualistic effects 
of virus infection on plants. 

Inspiring book:  

USING NATURE'S SHUTTLE - THE MAKING OF THE 

FIRST GENETICALLY MODIFIED PLANTS AND THE 

PEOPLE WHO DID IT  (2018). Judith M. Heimann 
(Wageningen University Press) 

The author is an American diplomat who, while 
based in Belgium in the 1980s, met with many of 
the pioneers in converting Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens from a plant pathogen into 
the mainstay of plant genetic engineering 

Inspiring Paper: 

Raymond F. White (1979) Acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) induces resistance to 
tobacco mosaic virus in tobacco. Virology 99: 410-412 

Following some advice from his mum (yes, seriously!) Ray White found that solutions 
of aspirin and its parent compound salicylic acid induced resistance to tobacco 
mosaic virus. Although it may not have gained a lot of attention when it was 
published, White's paper was seminal - leading to our current, detailed 
understanding of phenomena including systemic acquired resistance and the 
realisation that salicylic acid is an important stress hormone in plants. 

David Guttman 
I obtained my undergraduate degree in biology from Washington University in 
St. Louis, a Ph.D. in microbial evolution from Stony Brook University, and held 
postdoctoral fellowships in molecular evolution and then plant-microbe 
interactions at the University of Chicago. In 2000 I started my faculty position 
at the University of Toronto, and am currently Professor and Associate Chair 
for Research in the Department of Cell & Systems Biology. I also am the 
founder and Director of the University of Toronto Centre for the Analysis of 
Genome Evolution & Function. My research program generally focuses on 
deciphering how bacteria adapt to, and manipulate their hosts. We study 
questions related to the evolution of bacterial host specificity and virulence, how 
pathogen populations and communities (i.e. microbiomes) adapt to the host 
environment over the course of disease development, and how secreted effector 
proteins evolve and interact with the plant immune system to determine the fate 
of host-microbe interactions. I am particularly fascinated by the scope and 
impact of natural genetic diversity on these interactions. 

Inspiring Books: 

THE EXTENDED PHENOTYPE 
Richard Dawkins (1982).  

I read this book as an undergraduate student and it 
really jump-started my interest in understanding 
how organisms interact with their environment.  

EVOLUTION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE 
Paul Ewald (1994) 

I read this book as I was finishing my Ph.D. and 
have never stopped being interested in the topic 
since.  

Inspiring Papers 

Levin, BR (1996) The evolution and maintenance of virulence in 
microparasites. Emerging Infectious Diseases, 2, 93-102 

This paper solidified my conviction that infectious diseases are the perfect system for 
identifying and then functionally dissecting fundamental evolutionary processes. 

Welch, RA, et al. (2002) Extensive mosaic structure revealed by the complete 
genome sequence of uropathogenic Escherichia coli. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA, 99, 
17020-17024 

This paper showed that three strains of E. coli share less than 40% of their total genes. 
It was the first paper to conclusively show how amazingly dynamic bacterial genomes 
can be, and to illustrate what we now know as the core, accessory, and pan-genome.  

 

 



Jonathan Jones 
I studied Natural Sciences at Cambridge, graduating in Botany in 1976 
followed by a PhD till 1980 at the Plant Breeding Institute and Genetics Dept 
in Cambridge. I was then a postdoc in Fred Ausubel's lab in Boston, on 
symbiotic nitrogen fixation, and from 1983-88 worked at an early agbiotech 
company, AGS, on Agrobacterium-based plant genetic engineering and plant 
transposons. I have been at The Sainsbury Lab since 1988, isolating some of 
the first resistance genes and investigating their mechanisms. Along with 
collaborator Jeff Dangl, I proposed the zig-zag-zig conceptual framework for 
cell-surface receptor-initiated immunity and its attenuation by pathogen 
effectors that are themselves recognized by intracellular receptors. I also 
proposed the Guard Hypothesis that immune receptors can detect the effects 
of pathogen effectors on host proteins. My lab is now focused on (i) isolating, 
understanding and deploying new genes for potato late blight resistance from 
wild potato relatives (ii) understanding the mechanisms of the Arabidopsis 
RPS4/RRS1 immune receptor complex 

I served as head of TSL from 1994 to 1997 and 2003 – 2009. I am an outspoken advocate of GM solutions to 
crop disease problems, working closely with the 2Blades foundation (www.2blades.org), and serving on the board 
of ISAAA (www.isaaa.org).  I was elected an EMBO Member 1998, a Fellow of the Royal Society (FRS) in 2003 
and a foreign member of the US National Academy of Sciences in 2015.  
Inspiring Books 

THE 8TH DAY OF CREATION by Horace Freeland Judson 

A wonderful insight into how molecular biology began. 

THE RIGHTEOUS MIND by Jonathan Haidt and 
THINKING FAST AND SLOW by Daniel Kahneman 

Helpful insights into how humans are not as rational as 
they think they are 

Inspiring Papers 

Tai TH1, Dahlbeck D, Clark ET, Gajiwala P, Pasion R, Whalen 
MC, Stall RE, Staskawicz BJ (1999). Expression of the Bs2 pepper 
gene confers resistance to bacterial spot disease in tomato. Proc 
Natl Acad Sci USA. 96 (24): 14153-8. 

Wang J, Hu M, Wang J, Qi J, Han Z, Wang G, Qi Y, Wang HW, 
Zhou JM, Chai J (2019). Reconstitution and structure of a plant 
NLR resistosome conferring immunity. Science. 364(6435). pii: 
eaav5870. doi: 10.1126/science.aav5870. 

Honour McCann 
I did my PhD with David Guttman at the University of Toronto, where I 
studied plant-pathogen coevolution and searched for bacterial elicitors of 
plant innate immunity. My interest in experimental evolution led me to 
Paul Rainey’s lab at Massey University for what was intended to be a short 
stay. An outbreak of Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae on kiwifruit 
provided me with the rare opportunity to study P. syringae evolution in the 
field and in the wild. I ended up staying in New Zealand for longer than 
intended, first as a postdoc and then as a lecturer at Massey.  

I’m starting a Max Planck Independent Research Group on pathogen 
emergence and evolution in Tübingen in 2020. 

Inspiring Book 

LUCKY JIM. Kingsley Amis (1954) 

Still the funniest academic satire ever 
written. 

Inspiring Paper 

Stukenbrock EH and McDonald BA (2008) The origins of plant pathogens in 
agro-ecosystems. Annual Review of Phytopathology 46: 75-100 

The concepts and examples in this review fascinated me as a graduate student. From 
pathogen domestication in the Fertile Crescent to host shifts mediated by horizontal 
transfer of pathogenicity islands. Every paper is of its time, but great ideas and clarity of 
expression endure.  

  

 

 



Wenbo Ma 
I received my PhD degree in Biotechnology from the Univ. of Waterloo in Canada 
where I isolated and characterized rhizosphere bacteria that could promote plant 
growth. I decided to go to the “dark” side and study pathogenic bacteria during my 
postdoc. Supported by a fellowship from the Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada, I joined the laboratory of David Guttman at the Univ. 
of Toronto in 2003 and worked on virulence proteins called effectors. Directly 
manipulating the immune system and other cellular processes in the host, effectors 
fast-evolve to benefit infection, evade host recognition, and allow adaptation to new 
hosts. My research focused on a conserved effector family of bacterial pathogens. I 
was able to show that these effectors undergo diversifying selection to evade 
recognition by the plant hosts.  In 2006, I established my independent research 
group at UC Riverside as an assistant professor and am now a full professor in the 

Department of Microbiology and Plant Pathology. My primary interest is still on pathogen effectors and my research 
team investigates the underlying mechanisms of their virulence activities and co-evolution during host-pathogen arms 
race. Currently, we focus on two economically important pathogens – the “plant destroyers”, Phytophthora species 
(fungus-like filamentous eukaryotes), and the bacteria associated with Huanglongbing (aka citrus greening disease). 
Using effectors as molecular probes, our research provides insight into fundamental principles of microbial 
pathogenesis, setting the foundation to develop sustainable disease resistance in crops. 

Inspiring Book 

THE THREE-BODY PROBLEM (2008)  
by Cixin Liu. 

I read for relaxation and enjoy 
science fiction in my leisure time. 
This is one of my all-time favorites. It 
is mind-blowing, entertaining, and 
emphasizing the importance of basic 
science research!  

Inspiring Papers 

I am fascinated by findings that illustrate the sophisticated and dynamic interactions between 
pathogen effectors and plant immune systems. Some favorites that have been used in my teaching: 

Pitman AR, Jackson RW, Mansfield JW, Kaitell V, Thwaites R, Arnold DL. 2005. 
Exposure to host resistance mechanisms drives evolution of bacterial virulence in plants. 
Current Biology. 15:2230-2235.  

Dong S, Stam R, Cano LM, Song J, Sklenar J, Yoshida K, Bozkurt TO, Oliva R, Liu Z, 
Tian M, Win J, Banfield MJ, Jones AME, van der Hoorn RAL, Kamoun S. 2014. Effector 
specialization in a lineage of the Irish potato famine pathogen. Science 343: 552-555. 

Sebastian Schornack 
I am a Senior Gatsby Group Leader at the Sainsbury Laboratory Cambridge 
University (SLCU) and I am fascinated by plants and their interactions with 
microorganisms. My group focuses on plant development processes impacting on 
the colonisation by filamentous microbes- an area of study with a perspective for 
durable quantitative resistance. As a diploma and Ph.D. student I have studied 
bacterial interactions and a tomato plant disease resistance gene and then co-
discovered the TAL effector code of DNA binding domains. I switched to 
oomycetes because filamentous microbes offer a greater potential for studying 
how an invading microbe reprograms the host cell. A good example are 
microbial effectors which control defense processes specifically at plant 
intracellular haustoria formed by pathogenic Phytophthora and my postdoc time 
at the Sainsbury Laboratory in Norwich allowed me to explore those and also 
nuclear localised Crinkler effectors in more detail. In Cambridge, our current 

experimental systems encompass the broad host range pathogen Phytophthora palmivora and the symbiotic arbuscular 
mycorrhiza fungus Rhizophagus irregularis. Both microbes form intracellular interfaces within plant cells. We use them 
to study the extent to which beneficial and pathogenic microbes rely on the same plant mechanisms for their 
colonisation. More recently we have used macroevolutionary approaches using the liverwort Marchantia polymorpha to 
identify these evolutionarily conserved genes and strategies for colonisation and plant defense. I enjoy 
communicating science and I am active on social media (Twitter: @dromius, Scoop.it blogs on TAL effectors and cell 
biology, tumblr: http://schornacklab-blog.tumblr.com). When time allows, I hunt beetles. 

Inspiring Book 

FAUNA GERMANICA: DIE KÄFER DES  
DEUTSCHEN REICHES (1908). Edmund Reitter 

My first contact with the unprecedented  
diversity of beetles. 

Inspiring Paper 

Wang et al. (2019). Reconstitution and structure of a plant NLR 
resistosome conferring immunity. Science. doi: 10.1126/science.aav5870. 

This paper is the culmination of years and years of research into understanding plant 
disease resistance proteins. It also raises new questions and testable hypotheses.  

 

 



RKS Wood award 2019 

Saskia Hogenhout 

I obtained my MSc in Biology at de Vrije University 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, in 1994. My PhD research at 
Wageningen University and Research Centre, The 
Netherlands, focused on the molecular basis of luteovirus-
aphid interactions. I graduated in 1999 and in the same year 
became an independent Project Leader at The Ohio State 
University (OSU), USA. At OSU, my research centered on 
leafhopper and planthopper transmission of phytoplasmas 
and rhabdoviruses.  

I moved my research group to the John Innes Centre, UK, in 
June 2007. My current interests focus on the molecular basis 
of plant-microbe-insect interactions, including how 
phytoplasma effectors modulate plant architecture and 
development and plant resistance to leafhopper vectors. My 
research program also includes aphid functional genomics, 
functional analyses of aphid effectors and plant defense 
responses to aphids.  

I established and lead the UK-wide BRIGIT consortium project for enhancing UK surveillance and response to 
Xylella fastidiosa, which is an invasive froghopper/leafhopper-transmitted bacterial plant pathogen that can infect 
and destroy a wide range of crops and native plants. 

Inspiring Books 

REMARKABLE CREATURES (2009) by Tracy Chevalier 

I like historical novels. This book tells a story about how two English 
women who lived in the 18th and early 19th century became good friends 
and shared their passion for paleontology. One of the ladies is the 
historic figure Mary Anning, who uncovered the skeletons of an 
ichthyosaurus in 1811 (when Darwin was 2), a plesiosaurus in 1823 
and a pterodactyl in 1828. Her findings rocked the scientific world. 

THE SILK ROADS: A NEW HISTORY OF THE WORLD (2015) 
by Peter Frankopan 

This is an entertaining overview of which cultures ruled the world and 
how they became successful. I am looking forward reading The New Silk 
Roads by Peter Frankopan too. 

Inspiring Papers 

Moran and Jarvik (2010). Lateral transfer of genes from 
fungi underlies carotenoid production in aphids. Science 
328: 624-627 

All papers from Nancy Moran on symbiosis in aphids and 
other hemipterans are amazing and must-reads. This is one 
example. 

Nemetschke et al. (2010). Genetics, Chromatin 
Diminution, and Sex Chromosome Evolution in the 
Parasitic Nematode Genus Strongyloides. Current Biology 
20, 1687-1696 

This paper nourished my recent interest in (sex) chromosome 
evolution. It also provides an example of the many ways by 
which parasites adapt to challenging environments. 

  

 



BSPP Honorary Member 2019 

Julie Flood 

My background is plant pathology notably working on tropical 
crops. My thesis concerned the host-pathogen interaction between 
lucerne (Medicago sativa) and Verticillium species and I have 
continued to work on vascular wilt diseases throughout my career 
including Verticillium wilt of cocoa, Fusarium wilt of oil palm and 
Fusarium wilt of coffee.  

Following a career in academia and working overseas in Papua New 
Guinea, I joined CABI in 1996 and have remained at CABI until 
the present time. I undertook various roles including Co-ordinator 
for CABI’s cocoa work, Regional Director for CABI’s European 
Centre and for 10 years as Global Director for Commodities and 
later, Senior Global Director for Trade and Commodities. This 
latter role used much of my past experience to work with global 
partners developing projects which aim to improve pest/disease 
management and consequently, increase productivity and enhance 
produce quality. Often this involves helping the millions of 
smallholder producers of these commodity crops to improve their 

market access and so improve their livelihoods for themselves and for the future of their families.  

I recently stepped down from the global role to work part-time as a Senior Plant Pathologist for CABI. 

Inspiring Books 

A FUNGAL WILT DISEASES OF PLANTS (1981)  
M. E Mace, A.A Bell and CH Beckman. Academic Press 

A classic textbook for anyone working on vascular wilt diseases 
in early 1980s and to the current time. A bit dry in some ways, 
but in pre-internet days such textbooks were essential!  

FEEDING THE WORLD. A CHALLENGE FOR THE 21ST 

CENTURY (2000). 
Smil, V. MIT Press. 

Moving from working on specific host-pathogen interactions to 
the broader understanding of the impact of plant health, I 
became interested in plant health and food security. Smil 
(2000) is an excellent introduction to the challenges of feeding 
our growing population. An estimated 30% of all available 
food is wasted “from field to fork”. A staggering amount! 
especially when you consider that it means, wasted inputs like 
fertilisers, wasted water, wasted labour and wasted energy.   

Inspiring Paper 

Vanclay, F. (2004) Social principles for agricultural extension to 
assist in the promotion of natural resource management. 
Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture 44(3), 213-222. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/EA02139  

In my career I have moved from doing academic research to applied 
research often working with for farmers. When I first went to PNG, I 
could not understand why cocoa producers did not follow the 
management guidelines laid down by researchers; but as Vanclay says 
“Agriculture has too long been thought of as a technical issue 
involving the application of science, and the transference of the 
outputs of that science via a top-down process of technology transfer. 
It is not. Agriculture is farming, and farming is people”. 
Sustainability has environmental, social and economic dimensions. 
The economic and environmental indicators are well established but 
what is lacking is an awareness of the social issues. We must 
understand more why farmers do not adopt the solutions that we find 
for them and by working together, more appropriate solutions to the 
problem of pests/diseases will be developed. 

  

 



BSPP President 2019 

Dawn Arnold 

After completing my PhD at the University of Bath in 
1992, studying crook root disease of watercress, I then 
did a follow-up post doc at Bath on club root disease of 
brassicas. I moved to the University of the West of 
England, Bristol in 1994 as a post doc and I am now a 
Professor of Molecular Plant Pathology.  

At UWE I lead a group investigating Pseudomonas 
syringae pathogenicity and evolution. We also study tree 
pathogens with a focus on the bacteria associated with 
acute oak decline. I am currently President of the British 
Society of Plant Pathology. 

Inspiring Books 

A LIFE DECODED: MY GENOME, MY LIFE (2007) 
by J. Craig Venter 

This was a fascinating book of the author’s life story combining 
his goal of sequencing the human genome with his self-discovery 
of what his genome could tell him about himself. It highlights 
the immense possibilities that a human genome sequence can 
provide, but also the dangers of finding things out about your 
genetic makeup that you can’t do anything about. 

THE DOUBLE HELIX (1968)  
by James Watson 

This book highlighted to me the excitement of scientific 
discovery and how science is about problem solving. It’s also 
important as the double helix has been core to all of my 
scientific research. 

Inspiring Paper 

Jones & Dangl (2006) The plant immune system. Nature 
444:323-9 

The introduction of the zig-zag model had a significant impact 
on the way I saw my research. 
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Singh, Archana Earlham Institute 

Spanu, Pietro Imperial College 

Spence, Nicola DEFRA 

Stotz, Henrik U Hertfordshire 

Talbot, Nick TSL, Norwich 

Taylor, Phil CABI 

Tungadi, Trisna NIAB EMR 

Vandelle, Elodie ITALY: U Verona 

Warmington, Rachel Eden Project 

Wileman, Hannah U Hertfordshire 

Zilinskaite, Nemira U Cambridge 

Summary of participants by country and organisations 
From the UK: 89 participants from 32 organisations, including 18 universities and 7 research centres. 

With  9 participants from the following countries: 

Australia 

Canada 

Czech Republic 

Denmark 

India 

Netherlands 

New Zealand 

Italy 

USA 

  



BSPP Meeting Programme 
The society has an active and varied programme. We are always on the lookout for new events to 
support and welcome ideas and requests for funding. If you’re not a member, please join! 

Eric Boa, Programme Secretary [meetings@bspp.org.uk] 

BSPP Sponsored meetings 

These are some of the grants awarded in 2019 for completed events: 

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF PLANT PATHOGENS: John Innes Centre, Norwich. 18 – 19 March 2019 

1ST INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON MOLECULAR PLANT PROTECTION: Adana, Turkey. 10 -13 April, 2019 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON MOLECULAR PLANT-MICROBE INTERACTIONS: Glasgow. 14-18 July 2019. 

Forthcoming events supported by the BSPP 

SYMPTOMS 2 SEQUENCES: PRACTICAL DIAGNOSTICS COURSE  
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, 11 September 2019 BOOK NOW 
contact: khayden@rbge.org.uk 

ADVANCES IN SOIL-BORNE DISEASE ETIOLOGY AND CONTROL 
Association of Applied Biologists, University of Nottingham, 24 October 2019  BOOK NOW 

Proposed events in 2020 

These have still be confirmed. See our website for more information. 

WHAT’S THE POINT: MODELLING RISKS TO PLANT AND ANIMAL HEALTH 
One day seminar at the University of Cambridge. Spring(ish) 2020 

WRITE NOW: EXPLAINING PLANT HEALTH TO WIDER AUDIENCES 
Two day writeshop on popular writing for postgraduates and ECRs. First half of 2020. 

GRAND CHALLENGES 3: PLANT PATHOLOGY STUDY GROUP. Venue and dates still to be discussed. 

International Year of Plant Health 2020 
The BSPP is liaising with other organisations and societies on meetings, workshops and 
other events. See our website for latest news. www.bspp.org.uk 

Make a note of next year’s annual Meeting, which will be held jointly with the European 
Federation of Plant Pathologists in Birmingham.  

President-elect is Nicola Spence. 

Edgbaston Hotel and Conference Centre | 7 - 9 December 2020 

  



Talks and Posters 

abstracts arranged alphabetically by presenter 
  



Bombs and cocaine: detecting nefarious nitrogen 

Christopher ADAMS (1), Langton D (2), Windram O (1) 
(1) Imperial College London, Ascot, SL5 7PY, UK; (2) Imperial College London, London, SL5 7PY, UK 

Synthetic or organic nitrogen sources applied to soils or plant tissue provide essential nutrients to enhance 
the growth of plants. However, some of these sources can be use nefariously. Ammonium nitrate is a 
detonatable oxidiser that is a primary ingredient in explosive devices. Ammonium sulphate is used in cocaine 
manufacture. Techniques that enable us to distinguish plant exposure to these different nitrogen sources 
could allow us to monitor illegal activities and improve our understanding of nitrogen usage in plants. Here I 
present a fast-non-invasive remote sensing method to identify plant exposure to different nitrogen sources. I 
will present how I can distinguish leaves from plants exposed to different nitrogen compounds using a 
combination of hyperspectral sensing, regression analysis, multispectral imaging and machine learning. 
Untargeted metabolomics reveals that exposure to variable nitrogen sources induces shifts in plant leaf 
biochemistry. Overall, the approach highlights how exposure to different nitrogen sources induces detectable 
changes in plant leaf reflectance, likely driven by shifts in plant leaf biochemistry. These results also highlight 
the potential to develop remote sensing tools that could be used to monitor the usage of nefarious nitrogen 
compounds. 

POSTER ca1316@ic.ac.uk 

Towards curbing the ash dieback epidemic 

Emma ALESSANDRI 
NIAB EMR, East Malling, ME19 6BJ, UK  

Large proportions of European ash populations are being devastated by ash dieback (ADB), which is caused 
by invasive ascomycete fungus Hymenoscyphus fraxineus. This pathogen is aggressive with high mortality in 
seedlings and new plantings while older trees develop chronic infections, which are often fatal. Remarkably, 
Fraxinus excelsior trees with low susceptibility to ADB were found across UK. Preliminary data suggest that 
ascospore germination and attachment is compromised in more resistant ash lines. Differences in epiphytes 
present on resistant and susceptible ash trees were also recorded. The aim of this study is to further explore 
the molecular basis of this resistance by investigating two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses. We tested ash 
leaf metabolites and physiological traits for biocontrol potential by quantifying ascospore germination in leaf 
extracts from resistant and susceptible accessions. Similarly, we tested the ash microbiome for biocontrol 
potential by assessing the ability of individual isolates from resistant and susceptible accessions to antagonize 
mycelial growth of H. fraxineus.  

POSTER emma.alessandri@durham.ac.uk 

Genetic basis of partial resistance against Pyrenopeziza brassicae in oilseed rape 

Ajisa ALI, Bruce D L Fitt, Henrik U Stotz 
School of Life and Medical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, AL10 9AB, UK 

Light leaf spot (LLS) caused by the hemibiotroph Pyrenopeziza brassicae is the most damaging disease of 
oilseed rape (Brassica napus) in UK. The disease is accountable for up to £160M yield loss annually in 
England, despite spending of £20M on fungicides, and the severity of the disease is much greater in Scotland. 
In the UK, the disease has been increasing and has become a national problem in last decades rather than 
just being confined to Scotland and Northern England. LLS is currently controlled by a combination of cultivar 
resistance, fungicide applications and cultural practices. However, the resistance mechanism of the oilseed 
rape plant against P. brassicae is not understood well. Furthermore, fungicide control is problematic as the 
pathogen has developed insensitivity to methyl benzimidazole carbamate and triazole fungicides (Carter et 
al., 2013). Therefore, this study aims to achieve a greater understanding of crop resistance mechanisms 



against P. brassicae and pathogen population diversity and dynamics, to design a sustainable control strategy 
against LLS.  

References:  Carter HE et al. (2013). Pest Management Science, 69 (9), 1040–1048; Dewage CSK et al. (2018). Crop and 
Pasture Science, 69 (1), 9–19. 

POSTER  a.muthayil-ali@herts.ac.uk 

Cucumber mosaic virus alters aphid preference in tomato. 

Warren ARINAITWE W, Tungadi T, Rhee SJ, Pate AE, Carr JP 
Department of Plant Sciences, University of Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EA, UK 

Hemipteran insects such as aphids and whiteflies transmit over 50% of plant viruses. Cucumber mosaic virus 
(CMV) has a host range of over 1000 plant species and is transmitted by aphids in a non-persistent manner. 
In susceptible hosts, CMV induces changes in leaf colour, texture, and emission of volatile blends, hormone 
levels, and nutrient status. In Arabidopsis thaliana (accession Col-0) and cucurbits, CMV diminishes host 
nutritional quality and inhibits prolonged feeding by aphids. This may encourage aphid movement to other 
hosts and promote virus transmission. In tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), which is both a model species and 
economically important crop, viral manipulation of vector-host interactions for non-persistently transmitted 
viruses is under-explored. We investigated CMV-induced effects on attraction and preference of two aphid 
species: Myzus persicae- a generalist feeder, and Macrosiphum euphorbiae- a solanaceous plant specialist. 
Using aphid free-choice and trapping assays, we recorded aphid preferences under light and dark conditions 
at different time points. We found that Myzus persicae aphids are preferentially attracted to CMV-infected 
plants at 3 days post-inoculation (dpi), but prefer to settle on mock-inoculated plants rather than on CMV-
infected plants by 9 dpi and at subsequent time-points. Aphids of Macrosiphum euphorbia showed no 
preference for settling on mock-inoculated over CMV-infected plants at 3 dpi (in contrast to Myzus persicae) 
but behaved similarly to Myzus persicae (i.e. preferred mock-inoculated plants) from 9 dpi onwards.  In the 
CMV-tomato system visual cues have a greater effect on aphid behaviour than volatile cues, in contrast to 
what has been discovered in the CMV-A. thaliana and CMV-cucurbit systems. We are currently investigating 
which viral protein is responsible for modification of tomato-aphid interactions, with the 2a replication 
protein and/or the 2b RNA silencing suppressor protein being the most likely candidates. 

Tuesday | Session 3 wa261@cam.ac.uk 

Identifying resistance in wild barley (Hordeum vulgare subsp. spontenanum) to Pyricularia oryzae 

Victoria ARMER V, Russel J, Were V, Brabham H, Steffenson B, Talbot N, Moscou M 
The Sainsbury Laboratory, Norwich Research Park, Norwich, NR4 7UH, UK 

Wild barley (Hordeum vulgare subsp. spontenaum) exhibits substantial intraspecific genetic diversity to 
diverse array of fungal pathogens. Pyricularia oryzae (teleomorph Magnaporthe oryzae) is the causal agent of 
blast, a fungal pathogen on grasses (family: Poaceae). The host range of P. oryzae includes a wide range of 
species spanning PACMAD and BOP clades. P. oryzae isolates exhibit host specificity that is associated with 
genetically related lineages that infect similar host species. Interestingly, a unique characteristic of P. oryzae 
is the observation that rice adapted isolates share barley in their host range. Two known loci (Rmo1 and 
Rmo2) confer resistance against isolates of P. oryzae. Rmo1 is a dominant gene in genetic coupling with the 
Mla locus, which confers resistance to powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei), on the short arm of 
chromosome 1H in barley. Rmo2 has been mapped to the short arm of chromosome 7H and is effective 
against a range of blast isolates including P. oryzae. Previous work has utilised wild barley collections for 
mining resistance genes to rust (Puccinia spp.) and powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei). In this 
work, we use panels of elite (AGOUEB) and wild barley (WBDC) to characterise the prevalence of resistance 
and initiate linkage and association genetics approaches to identify resistance genes. In our initial screen with 



P. oryzae isolate Guy11, we identified several resistant WBDC accessions including WBDC038. Here, we 
report on the genetic architecture of resistance in WBDC038 to P. oryzae isolate Guy11. 

POSTER va16674@bristol.ac.uk 

K E Y N O T E  From spongy spore balls to island hopping: Evolution of a plant pathologist. 

Dawn ARNOLD 
Dept Plant Sciences, University of the West of England, Bristol, UK 

My career has spanned more than 25 years in plant pathology from my PhD investigating crook root disease 
of watercress to my more recent studies on the causes of Acute Oak Decline. However the majority of my 
research has been investigating the evolution of virulence of Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola (Pph), 
the seed borne causative agent of halo blight in common bean, Phaseolus vulgaris. Gene-for-gene 
interactions underpin varietal resistance and race structure in the Pph/bean interaction. Pph race 4 strain 
1302A contains the avirulence gene avrPphB, which matches resistance gene R3 and causes a rapid 
hypersensitive reaction (HR) in bean cultivar Tendergreen. avrPphB resides on a 106kb genomic island 
designated PPHGI-1, which if deleted from the genome of Pph 1302A causes a change in virulence and the 
production of water-soaking lesions typical of disease-causing strains of Pph. However, 100% loss of PPHGI-1 
from the Pph population has never been observed. A mathematical model was developed to predict if the 
genomic island PPHGI-1 would be maintained in the population long term. The model predictions were 
empirically tested and it was determined that PPHGI-1 frequency in the bacterial population drops during the 
HR until the HR is no longer observed. The island is then stably maintained in approximately 0.5% of the 
population over the long term. However, when a population of Pph that contains 0.5% cells carrying PPHGI-1 
is inoculated into a bean cultivar that does not produce the HR, the proportion carrying PPGHI-1 increases 
rapidly suggesting that PPHGI-1 confers a fitness benefit. We have also shown that PPHGI-1 can be 
maintained in the bacterial population in a circular form and this may help it evade host resistance. These 
results provide insights into the long term population dynamics of genomic retention and loss. 

Monday | Presidential address  dawn.arnold@uwe.ac.uk 

How does Silicon nutrient enhance the passive (constitutive) defence pathway in strawberries to improve 
disease control? 

Carmilla Ifeoma ASIANA, A.M. Hall, K. Davies 
Dept of Biological and Environ. Sciences, School of Life and Medical Sciences, Univ of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, AL10 9AB, UK 

An important disease of protected strawberries in the UK is strawberry powdery mildew (Podosphaera 
aphanis), controlled by the frequent use of fungicides. Our work has shown that the weekly use of a silicon 
nutrient in the fertigation tubes at a strawberry farm results in reduced disease susceptibility by enhancing 
the constitutive defence mechanism of the plant. The work reported here aims to quantify deposition of 
silicon applied through the roots of strawberries in a fertigation field trial. Treatments were the untreated 
(control), silicon (once weekly) plus fungicides, silicon (once weekly) without fungicides, silicon (twice weekly 
plus fungicides and silicon (twice weekly) without fungicides. Strawberry plants were harvested and sections 
of the leaves, petioles and roots were cut and stained with a fluorescence dye. Results showed that the 
silicon had accumulated in the epidermis and palisade layer of the leaves, and in the vascular bundles and 
xylem of the petioles. Analysis of epidemics from the field trial showed a statistically significant disease 
reduction in the treated plants with silicon deposited in the leaves and petioles. The results showed that the 
untreated (no silicon, no fungicides) plants had an average of 61% disease coverage of mycelium per leaflet 
(AUDPC = 3,423), silicon (once weekly) plus fungicides had 43% disease coverage of mycelium per leaflet 
(AUDPC = 732), silicon (once weekly) plus no fungicides had 21% disease coverage of mycelium per leaflet 
(AUDPC =1,610), silicon twice plus fungicides had 6% disease coverage of mycelium per leaflet (AUDPC = 



410), and silicon twice with no fungicides had 5% (AUDPC = 375). Results confirmed that silicon nutrient 
reduced disease susceptibility by enhancing the constitutive defence pathway of the plant. 

Monday | PH Gregory competition i.asiana@herts.ac.uk 

Improving disease resistance in mungbean- a combined genetic and biotechnological approach 

Anuradha BANSAL (1), Nekrasov V (1), Rout GR (2), Rudd J (1), Slavov G (1), Chand R (3), Kanyuka K (1)  
(1) Rothamsted Research, Harpenden, AL5 2JQ, United Kingdom; (2) Orrisa University of Agriculture & Technology, 
Bhubaneshwar, 751003, India; (3) Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, 221005, India  

Pulses are edible grains (seeds) of leguminous crops and are a main source of non-meat protein in the diet 
for approximately 1/3 of the Indian population. Pulses are also rich in dietary fibre, vitamins, and minerals. 
Mungbean is one the most important pulse crops grown and consumed in India with demand for this pulse 
significantly exceeding production forcing India to import mungbean from other countries. Although high 
yielding mungbean varieties are available, at the farm gate often only low yields are achieved largely due to 
the fungal diseases such as Cercospora leaf spot caused by Cercospora canescens and powdery mildew 
caused by Erysiphe polygoni. In collaboration with partners in India, we are pursuing an integrated approach 
to gain a better understanding of these economically damaging diseases and to aid development of disease 
resistant varieties through conventional marker assisted breeding and also by utilising emerging 
biotechnology tools such as RNAi and genome editing. This involves extensive phenotyping and genotyping 
by sequencing followed by genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of fungal isolates sampled from all main 
mungbean growing states in India as well as diverse mungbean germplasm accessions and targeted mapping 
populations. This will allow us to pinpoint the regions of the DNA that contribute for pathogenicity and for 
disease resistance of the pathogens and the plant, respectively. In parallel, we will assess potential of 
CRISPR/Cas9 and host-induced gene silencing (HIGS) as more rapid biotechnology solutions for introducing 
broad spectrum disease resistance into elite mungbean varieties. Growing disease resistant varieties will 
allow Indian farmers to produce a more stable and improved mungbean yield, thus contributing to India’s 
agricultural environmental and economic sustainability and directly improving welfare for the poorest in 
India by improving food security. 

POSTER anu.bansal@rothamsted.ac.uk 

An ancient integration in a plant NLR is maintained as a trans-species polymorphism   

Helen J. BRABHAM (1), William Jackson (1), Inmaculada Hernández-Pinzón (1), Samuel Holden (1), Jennifer 
Lorang (2), Matthew J. Moscou (1) 
(1) The Sainsbury Laboratory, Norwich Research Park, Norwich, NR4 7UH, United Kingdom; (2) Department of Botany and 
Plant Pathology, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR, 97331-2902 USA 

The origin of genetic diversity in a species is a product of novel mutation and alleles maintained during 
speciation. Identification of alleles that are derived from a common ancestor is critical for understanding the 
selective processes experienced during speciation events. Here, we report on the inter- and intraspecific 
diversity of plant immune receptors in the Mla locus across Poaceae species. These immune receptors belong 
to the class of cytoplasmic-nuclear localized nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeat (NLR) proteins. Plant 
immune receptors are under constant selective pressure to maintain resistance to plant pathogens, and 
novel mutations leading to improved immune responses are selected. We discovered a fusion of the plant 
immune receptor RGH2 with a component of the exocyst complex (Exo70). Phylogenetic analysis of Exo70 
gene families from Poaceae species found that the integrated Exo70 was derived from Exo70F1. To identify 
the origin of this gene fusion, we assembled leaf transcriptomes from diverse Poaceae species. Interspecific 
conservation in the RGH2-Exo70F1 gene fusion was found in several Pooideae species, whereas 
Brachypodium distachyon RGH2 is fused to a receptor-like kinase. To establish the time of gene fusion, we 
performed phylogenetic analysis using non-integrated and integrated Exo70F1. We found a diphyletic tree 



composed of non-integrated Exo70F1 and integrated Exo70F1, with Exo70F1 from B. distachyon and B. stacei 
forming an outgroup. This indicates that a single gene fusion event occurred after the speciation of 
Brachypodieae, but prior to Poeae-Triticeae radiation. These results, coupled with the observation of inter- 
and intraspecific variation in RGH2, demonstrate the maintenance of RGH2-Exo70F1 as a trans-species 
polymorphism over 24 My. 

Tuesday | Session 4 helen.brabham@tsl.ac.uk 

Arms race or stalemate: Lessons from nature 

James KM BROWN 
John Innes Centre, Norwich, NR4 7UH, UK 

The concept of an arms race suggests that pathogens and their hosts are engaged in a constant, inevitable 
struggle with one another, implying that the genes involved in these hostile interactions evolve rapidly. Co-
evolutionary theory, however, predicts that this is not necessarily the case. Rapid evolution of interacting 
genes, exemplified by the boom-and-bust dynamics of host recognition and pathogen avirulence in the gene-
for-gene system, requires the life-cycles of antagonistic species to be closely coupled in time and space. This 
is typical of industrial agriculture with monoculture of crop species and genotypes, annual crop rotations, and 
so far as possible a controlled, uniform environment. By contrast, features of ecology or epidemiology that 
weaken the linkage between the host and pathogen's life-cycles generate stable, balanced polymorphism in 
both species. These include fragmented host populations, variable infection rates, local variation in 
environmental conditions, perennial hosts, seed banks and pathogens which do not rely closely on a single 
host. Such features are typical of natural populations. A broad conclusion is that the arms race is not only 
characteristic of industrial farming, but an inevitable consequence of it, if we rely on types of resistance to 
which pathogens can adapt quickly given favourable conditions. Note that it is also predicted that recognition 
(R) genes evolve more slowly in perennial than annual species; likewise avirulence genes in facultative rather 
than obligate pathogens. The arms race between crop plants and their parasites could be slowed down by 
reintroducing features from nature into agro-ecosystems. A further prediction from co-evolutionary theory, 
however, is that the useful lifetime of gene-for-gene resistance can be extended by selecting varieties which 
also have effective, durable, partial resistance. 

Monday | prior to Session 1   james.brown@jic.ac.uk 

Rapid diagnostic method to identify bacteria associated with Acute Oak Decline 

Victoria BUENO-GONZALEZ (1), Brady C (1), Allainguillaume J (1), Denman S (2), Arnold DL (1) 
(1) University of the West of England, Bristol, BS16 1QY, UK; (2) Forest Research, Alice Holt Lodge, Farnham, GU10 4LH, UK. 

British oaks, Quercus robur and Q. petraea, are under threat from Acute Oak Decline (AOD). Severe cases are 
lethal within five years. Symptoms include necrotic, longitudinal, bleeding cracks in the bark, from which dark 
fluid emanates. AOD is caused by the interaction of several bacterial species. The lesion microbiome shows a 
significantly similar composition pattern, where Brenneria goodwinii, Gibbsiella quercinecans and Rahnella 
victoriana are the predominant pathogens. Species belonging to the Enterobacterales and 
Pseudomonadaceae are also routinely isolated. Many field samples from affected oak need to be processed 
on a daily basis, therefore a rapid and cost-effective detection and identification method is needed. A 
multiplex high resolution melt (HRM) analysis has been developed for the identification of B. goodwinii, G. 
quercinecans, R. victoriana and Lonsdalea britannica. HRM analysis is a real-time PCR-based technique in 
which single nucleotide polymorphisms can be identified in amplicons, without DNA sequencing. Our 
multiplex HRM can identify up to four bacterial pathogens in a single tube in only 40 minutes per HRM run. 
This diagnostic method will potentially be a useful tool for research institutions working with AOD. To further 
investigate the bacteria associated with AOD we have identified several novel species of Pseudomonas and 



described these following a polyphasic approach. Further investigation will establish if the novel 
Pseudomonas play a role in AOD. 

Monday | PH Gregory competition Victoria.Bueno-Gonzalez@uwe.ac.uk 

K E Y N O T E  Plant viruses: with enemies like these, who needs friends? 

John P CARR (1), Mhlanga N (1), Platoni A (1,2), Murphy AM (1), Cunniffe NJ (1), Jiang S (1), Clover G (2), Glover 
BJ (1) 
(1) Department of Plant Sciences, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB2 3EA, UK; (2) RHS Garden Wisley, GU23 6QB, UK 

Viruses are important plant pathogens but several groups’ work shows that under certain conditions these 
parasites can benefit their plant hosts. One of the most common beneficial effects that viruses can have on 
plant hosts is increased drought resistance. This phenomenon has been observed in multiple plant-virus 
interactions involving diverse plant species and highly distinct viruses (Carr 2017). Another apparent benefit 
that virus infection can confer on pollinated plants is increased attractiveness to bees and consequent 
increases in seed production (Groen 2016). This was first observed with tomato plants infected with 
cucumber mosaic virus but we have now observed similar effects in bean with cucumber mosaic virus and 
two other viruses.  Mathematical modelling suggests that if this phenomenon occurred in the wild, the 
increased number of offspring of infected susceptible plants resulting from increased pollinator preference 
could outweigh underlying strong selection pressures favouring possession of resistance. This would allow 
genes for disease susceptibility to persist in plant populations. As a by-product, viruses that confer a benefit 
on susceptible hosts would face weaker selection pressures. Experimental data on the effects of virus 
infection on pollination and drought resistance, and insights from modelling strongly imply that under some 
circumstances viruses can act as mutualists rather than as pathogens. We speculate that sometimes virus-
plant interactions may engender a truce, rather than an arms race. References: Carr JP 2017 Plant, Cell and 

Environment 40: 2906-2908. Groen SC et al. 2016 PloS Pathogens 12(8): e1005790. 

Tuesday | Session 3 jpc1005@hermes.cam.ac.uk 

Safeguarding UK hop production: Validating race-specific diagnostics tools for Verticillium 

Jamie-Leigh CARTER, Hajdu K, Manetti G, Armitage AD, Cockerton HM  
NIAB EMR, East Malling, ME19 6BJ, UK 

The evolution of highly virulent races of Verticillium species has led to the restriction of hop movement in the 
UK. Long term persistence in the soil and lack of effective and ecologically safe fungicides mean that breeding 
resistance has become essential to productivity. It is hypothesised that the development of wilt resistant hop 
varieties has contributed to the acceleration of virulence in the ascomycete fungi V. nonalfalfae and V. 
dahliae. In this project multiple isolates from known hop cultivars were classified using existing molecular 
diagnostics which will ultimately be used to assess soil health and inform decisions on hop production. This 
library of isolates has been collected over a period of 40 years, providing a genetic timeline which can be 
interpreted alongside the development of hop varieties. Genotypic variations were analysed to further 
understand host-pathogen interactions. Firstly, previous methods for identifying Lethal and Mild races (PV1, 
PV3, and M) isolated from Slovenian hop were applied to improve UK race-typing. V. dahliae hop isolates 
were found to be from two distinct subclades, II-1 and II-2, furthermore analysis of the Ave1 loci indicated 
that both race 1 and race 2 isolates were present on UK hop. Mating-type (MAT) was used assess potential 
for sexuality within populations. We also evaluated the recent reclassification of V. albo-atrum into three 
recently described species, including V. nonalfalfae, through phylogenetics using MAT and ITS loci. Further 
analysis of these regions provides an opportunity to assess cultivar or geographic associated variation, 
potentially underpinning the mechanisms involved in the arms race between Verticillium and hop.  

POSTER jl.carter@live.co.uk 



Characterisation of Itersonilia spp. from parsnip and other hosts suggests a single species  

Lauren HK CHAPPELL (1,2), Barker GC (1), Kennedy S (3), Clarkson JP (1) 
(1) Warwick Crop Centre, School of Life Sciences, University of Warwick, Warwick, CV35 9EF, UK; (2) Department of Plant 
Sciences, University of Oxford, Oxford, OX1 3RB, UK; (3) Elsoms Seeds Ltd, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 1QG, UK 

Parsnips (Pastinaca sativa) are a speciality UK crop, with an economic value of at least £31M annually. 
Currently, the major constraints to production are losses associated with root canker disease due to a range 
of fungal pathogens, among which Itersonilia pastinacae is of most concern to growers. With limited research 
carried out on this species, this work aimed to provide a much-needed characterisation of isolates from 
across the UK, continental Europe and New Zealand. Previously, up to four separate Itersonilia species have 
been proposed based on the formation of chlamydospores and host specificity; I. pastinacae, I. perplexans, I. 
pyriformans and I. pannonica. However, Itersonilia spp. isolates principally from parsnip but also from a range 
of other hosts were found to infect both parsnip roots and leaves in pathogenicity tests. In growth rate 
assays, isolates were found to grow at temperatures of 0 – 25°C and produce both chlamydospores and 
ballistospores across the same range of temperatures, although chlamydospore production was found to 
decrease as temperature increased. Following whole genome sequencing, specific primers were designed for 
molecular characterisation of the isolates using six housekeeping genes and three highly variable functional 
genes. Phylogenetic analysis separated isolates into two and six clades respectively, but grouping was not 
associated with host or location. Based on the results of this research, there was no evidence to support 
more than a single species of Itersonilia among the isolates studied. 

POSTER  lauren.chappell@plants.ox.ac.uk 

BRIGIT: Vector-borne disease of plants 

Gerard CLOVER 
John Innes Centre, Norwich NR4 7UH, UK 

Xylella fastidiosa has been described as “one of the most dangerous plant bacteria worldwide, causing a 
variety of diseases, with huge economic impact for agriculture, public gardens and the environment”. Xylella 
is not present in the UK and for many years was restricted to the Americas where it caused serious diseases 
in crops such as citrus, coffee, grapevine and peach. However in 2013, Xylella was identified in olive in 
southern Italy. Since then, the disease has killed millions of trees and the area affected has expanded, despite 
efforts to contain the outbreak. The bacterium has also been identified causing disease outbreaks in 
ornamental and native plants in France and Spain. Xylella has not been found in the UK and little is known 
about how the bacterium might spread in northern Europe. The BRIGIT project will counter this threat by 
developing the knowledge required to reduce the risk of Xylella being introduced, to respond to 
interceptions and outbreaks, and to mitigate the impact of the disease were it to become established. The 
BRIGIT project consists of a consortium spanning twelve organisations and involves scientists across the 
spectrum of entomology, plant pathology, ecology, epidemiology, molecular biology and social sciences. The 
project has four areas of activity: citizen science, outreach and knowledge exchange (raising awareness and 
developing tools and training to detect infected plants and vectors); enhancing diagnostic capabilities 
(improving our ability to identify and characterise Xylella); investigating insect vector biology (to better 
understand the biology of the insects that could vector Xylella in the UK); and epidemiology and modelling 
disease spread (at the local and national scale to inform surveillance and control strategies).The consortium 
is funded by UK Research and Innovation with support from Defra and the Scottish Government, and will 
connect and build collaborative relationships with researchers abroad. 

POSTER gerard.clover@jic.ac.uk 

  



Studying a mycovirus from Dothistroma septosporum, causative agent of pine needle blight 

John DAUDU (1), Snowden J (2), Tubby K (2), Coutts RHA (1), Kotta-Loizou I (3) 
(1) University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK; (2) Forest Research, Farnham; UK; (3) Imperial College London, London, UK 

Dothistroma needle blight caused by Dothistroma septosporum has emerged in the British Isles as a major 
threat to Corsican pine, lodgepole pine and Scots pine. There is increasing evidence that mycoviruses can 
reduce the growth and pathogenicity of fungal plant pathogens. The aim of the present study is to 
characterise a double-stranded RNA virus found in D. septosporum and investigate for putative 
hypovirulence, a common feature noted for mycoviruses, which might be used for biological control to 
invasion by more aggressive strains of the fungus. To this end the viral genome was cloned and sequenced 
revealing four genomic segments, each one containing a single open reading frame (ORF) flanked by 5’ and 3’ 
untranslated regions. The ORFs encode the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, the capsid protein, a protein of 
unknown function and a putative protease, respectively. Phylogenetic analysis of the sequences obtained 
revealed their similarity to members of the established family Chrysoviridae, genus Alphachrysovirus, which 
are encapsidated in isometric particles and some members of which are known to elicit hypovirulence in 
their hosts. Subsequently, virus-free and virus-infected isogenic lines were generated to determine any 
effects of the mycovirus on fungal fitness and pathogenicity. More specifically, the virus-infected isolate is 
currently being assessed in comparison to the virus-free one in terms of radial growth in solid culture, 
biomass in liquid culture, pathogenicity in pine trees and production of the mycotoxin dothistromin. 

POSTER j.o.daudu@herts.ac.uk 

Effects of fungicides on Leptosphaeria maculans isolates collected in the Czech Republic 

Olufadekemi Anuoluwapo FAJEMISIN, Mazáková J, Ryšánek P 
Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague, 16500, Czech Republic. 

Phoma stem canker is one of the most devastating diseases of oilseed rape. This disease caused by a 
Leptosphaeria maculans/ Leptosphaeria biglobosa complex causes yield losses worldwide especially in 
Canada, Europe and North America.  In the Czech Republic, one of the methods of controlling this disease is 
with the use of fungicides. Commonly used fungicides belong to the DMI (Demethylation inhibitors e.g. 
triazoles and imidazoles), SDHI (Succinate dehydrogenase inhibitors) and QoI (Quinone outside Inhibitors) 
fungicide classes. Apart from their use in controlling diseases, farmers in the Czech Republic also use these 
fungicides as growth regulators. Unfortunately, fungicides, especially those with single-site modes of action, 
become less effective after continuous use, thereby reducing their efficacy and lifespan. Previous invitro 
studies showed that L. maculans isolates are more sensitive to flusilazole and tebuconazole than L. biglobosa 
isolates. However, there is no information about the efficacy of fungicides on the control of growth of L. 
maculans isolates from different regions of the Czech Republic. Knowledge of sensitivity of individual L. 
maculans isolates to different fungicides can help prolong fungicide effectiveness as well as gain insight into 
potential resistance problems. Single pycnidium isolates were collected from oilseed rape growing regions of 
the Czech Republic and tested on V8 media amended with active ingredients (metconazole, tebuconazole, 
dimoxystrobin, boscalid, tetraconazole, trifloxystrobin, Prochloraz, prothioconazole and pyraclostrobin) at six 
concentrations: 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10 µg/ml. These isolates were also tested on commercial fungicides 
(Tilmor, Caramba, Pictor, Efilor, Bumper and Horizon) at six concentrations: 0, 0.1, 1,10,100 and 1000 µg/ml. 
Preliminary results showed that some triazoles such as tetraconazole and tebuconazole were least effective 
fungicide while Boscalid was the most effective fungicide in the control of growth of L. maculans in vitro. 
There were differences between locations in terms of fungicide efficacy.  
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The role of brassica leaf cuticle characteristics in resistance against the light leaf spot pathogen 
Pyrenopeziza brassicae 

Heather FELL (1), Frederic Beaudoin (2), Bruce D L Fitt (1), Henrik Stotz (1)  
(1) University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, AL10 9AB, UK; (2) Rothamsted Research, Harpenden, AL5 2JQ, UK 

Pyrenopeziza brassicae (light leaf spot) causes in £150 million in annual oilseed rape crop losses across 
England and Wales. The waxy cuticle of a leaf protects against water loss, abiotic and biotic stresses. P. 
brassicae colonises the sub-cuticular niche through penetration of the cuticle and therefore directly interacts 
with the cuticle structure and composition of Brassica napus to gain entry into the leaf. Nyadanu et al (2012) 
showed that removal of cuticular wax from cacao pods caused an increase in disease severity, suggesting 
that cuticular waxes could be a physical layer of defence against pathogens. However, Bessire et al (2007) 
showed that more permeable cuticles in Arabidopsis had a faster response to infection of Botrytis cinerea, 
facilitated by greater diffusion of anti-fungal compounds. Comparison of visual light leaf spot assessment 
data and P. brassicae DNA content with corresponding wax and cutin characteristics for twelve B. napus 
cultivars will show if there is a correlation between leaf cuticle phenotype and severity of light leaf spot.  

References: Bessire, M., et al(2007). A permeable cuticle in Arabidopsis leads to a strong resistance to Botrytis cinerea. 
EMBO Journal 26: 2158-2168; Nyadanu, D. et al (2012). Host plant resistance to Phytophthora pod rot in cacao 
(Theobroma cacao): The role of epicuticular wax on pod and leaf surfaces. International Journal of Botany (8) 13-21 
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Light leaf spot (Pyrenopeziza brassicae) on winter oilseed rape and Brussels sprouts in the UK 

Kloeppel CA (1,2), Stotz HU (1), Qi A (1), Bruce FITT (1) 
(1) University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, AL10 9AB, UK; (2) Elsoms Seeds Ltd, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 1QG, UK 

Light leaf spot, caused by Pyrenopeziza brassicae, is a major disease problem in the UK on winter oilseed rape 
(Brassica napus) crops and also affects vegetable brassicas, especially Brussels sprouts (Brassica oleracea) 
(Karandeni-Dewage et al. 2018). Winter oilseed rape field experiments were done at four sites across three 
cropping seasons to examine regional and seasonal differences in P. brassicae populations. Selected oilseed 
rape cultivars were tested with P. brassicae populations in controlled environment experiments. Interactions 
between cultivars and P. brassicae populations suggested that there were regional differences in 
populations. In cross-infection experiments on oilseed rape and Brussels sprouts with P. brassicae 
populations that originated from both hosts, all populations caused light leaf spot on both hosts. The results 
suggest that P. brassicae populations are able to cross-infect oilseed rape and vegetable brassicas. 

Reference: Karandeni Dewage CS, Klöppel CA, Stotz HU, Fitt BDL (2018).Host-pathogen interactions in relation to 
management of light leaf spot (Pyrenopeziza brassicae) on brassicas. Crop and Pasture Science 69, 9-19 
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Interspecific interactions between oilseed rape fungal pathogens causing light leaf spot (Pyrenopeziza 
brassicae) and phoma stem canker (Leptosphaeria maculans and L. biglobosa) in vitro 

James A FORTUNE, Ritchie F, Fitt BDL, Huang Y 
University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, AL10 9AB, UK 

UK oilseed rape (Brassica napus) yields have not increased in the last 10 years, in part due to yield losses 
from the pathogens Leptosphaeria maculans and Pyrenopeziza brassicae responsible for the phoma stem 
canker and light leaf spot diseases, respectively. These plant pathogens do occur independently; however, 
they are often observed together on leaves or stem tissues of the same individual plant. Since they often 
share the same resources, these pathogens must interact. However, how these pathogens interact during 
colonization of their host is not clear. This work aims to understand the interspecific interactions between 
these pathogens in vitro on different media and at different temperatures. Two different media, PDA and 
clarified V8 agar, were co-inoculated with the respective pathogen 30mm apart, in triplicate, and incubated 



at either 15 oC or 18 oC. These experiments showed that P. brassicae used interference competition by 
releasing antagonistic metabolites (antibiosis) that reduced growth of the two Leptosphaeria spp. on clarified 
V8 juice agar, but not on PDA. Similarly, L. maculans also used interference competition, as it produced 
antagonistic metabolites against P. brassicae on both media. In contrast, L. biglobosa used exploitation 
competition, and did not produce any antagonistic metabolites against P. brassicae on either medium and 
relied on its faster growth rate. There is a need to further investigate whether these patterns occur across a 
range of temperatures (5-25 oC), as well as on other more natural media. Additionally, there is a desire to 
identify the responsible antagonistic metabolite/s and their effect on spore germination of Leptosphaeria 
spp. These results suggest that there are interactions between the three fungal pathogens in vitro in terms 
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Phage-bacteria coevolution in the rhizosphere: consequences for microbiome functioning and plant 
disease outbreaks 

Ville-Petri FRIMAN (1), Xiaofang W (2), Jousset A (3), Wei Z(2)  
(1) University of York, UK; (2) Nanjing Agricultural University, PR China; (3) Utrecht University, The Netherlands 

Host-parasite coevolution is pervasive in nature. Specifically, rapidly coevolving bacterial hosts and their viral 
phage parasites are important in affecting recombination, global nutrient cycling and the biodiversity and 
functioning of ecological communities. While it has been shown that the presence of other species can shape 
coevolutionary trajectories, it is less clear to what extent reciprocal selection shapes the functioning of 
multitrophic communities.  Here we use a combination of field sampling studies, experimental evolution and 
greenhouse experiments to link coevolutionary patterns between Ralstonia solanacearum plant pathogenic 
bacterium and its phage parasites to rhizosphere microbiome functioning and plant disease dynamics in 
space and time. We first show that bacteria and phage show clear patterns of local adaptation in their 
resistance and infectivity between geographically distinct fields in China. Interestingly, infected tomato plants 
were found to be associated with highly virulent but weakly phage-resistant pathogen genotypes indicative 
of virulence-resistance trade-off. We causally validate the evolution of virulence-resistance trade-off in the 
tomato plant rhizosphere using experimental evolution to show that phage-resistance mutations linked with 
pilus formation, membrane transporters and secretion systems lead to reduced pathogen growth and 
virulence in vivo and that this trade-off is magnified when the pathogen is exposed to more diverse phage 
communities. Finally, we demonstrate that phages can indirectly change the composition, diversity and 
functioning of rhizosphere microbiome by enriching bacterial taxa that are highly antagonistic towards the 
pathogen. Together these results suggest that phage-bacteria coevolution can reverberate through e 
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Development of combination phage therapy against Ralstonia solanacearum plant pathogenic 
bacterium 

Oliver GRINT, Friman VP, Mikonranta L 
University of York, York, YO1 05DD, UK 

Current food systems are vulnerable to plant pathogens that are difficult to control with highly toxic 
agrochemicals. Ralstonia solanacearum, a causative agent of bacterial wilt disease, has both global 
distribution and an unusually wide host range, being able to infect over 200 plant species including many 
economically important crops. In the UK, R. solanacearum causes potato brown rot. Crucially, no effective 
control method of R. solanacearum exists at the moment. In this project, we develop a novel way to control 
bacterial wilt disease outbreaks using naturally occurring, Ralstonia-specific viruses (phages) that infect and 
kill the pathogen. We used 24 pathogen isolates originating from environmental reservoirs (river water), 
secondary hosts (woody nightshade) and two primary hosts (tomato and potato) and determined how well 
we could control them in the lab in vitro using 5 different phages. We found that all phages could infect all 



pathogen isolates but that this effect varied between 10% to 40% depending on the origin of the pathogen 
isolates and phage types. In addition, the effect of phage combinations on bacterial growth was analysed, 
with varying results. We also found evidence for rapid evolution of phage resistance by some of the pathogen 
isolates within 72 hours of phage exposure. Together these results suggest that phage therapy could 
potentially be developed to control R. solanacearum infections in the UK. 
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Genome-wide effector revelation through secretome studies in a fungal phytopathogen Sclerotinia 
sclerotiorum 

Navin Chandra GUPTA (1), Mishra DC (2), Yadav S (2), Sharma P (3),Rao M (1), Gupta A (1), Watts A (1), 
Bhattacharya, RC (1) 
(1) ICAR-National Institute for Plant Biotechnology, New Delhi, 110012, India; (2) ICAR-Indian Statistical Research Institute, 
New Delhi-110012, India; (3) ICAR-Directorate of Rapeseed & Mustard Research, Bharatpur, Rajasthan, 321303,  India 

The pathogens hostility with endless evolutionary pressure usually refines their infectivity to ease the process 
of pathogenesis. Recent studies related to pathogenicity mechanisms of necrotrophic fungi have shown that 
it is much more complex than real perception. It becomes more complex when a pathogen bears the dual 
feature of pathogenesis, necrotrophy as well as biotrophic mode of pathogenesis. Sclerotinia sclerotiorum is 
a devastating plant pathogen with remarkably broad host range causes significant yield losses over the years. 
We found that the pathogenicity of the S. sclerotiorum varies depending on the isolates and its origin. In the 
present study, we performed whole-genome sequencing of an Indian isolate “ESR-01” of S. sclerotiorum 
pathogen from rapeseed-mustard (Brassica juncea). The comprehensive bioinformatics revealed 554 
secretory proteins after filtering the total 9469 predicted protein-coding genes. Out of total 554 secretory 
proteins, 369 showed homology in pBlastn hits in NCBI database. Further, out of these 369, 270 secretory 
proteins have been found having an identifier in PFAM annotation and 99 were found unique and have no 
identifier present in PFAM family. Further, these 270 secretory proteins were subjected to the effector 
protein server and identified 57 effector candidates with the identifier in the PFAM family. These 57 effector 
proteins subjected once again to the PFAM annotation, showed only 26 proteins with description and 
annotation. The remaining 31 effector candidates are potentially the novel one in Indian isolates.  The 
comprehensively predicted set of 57 effector proteins were categorized by GO annotation into three 
subgroups, Biological process (BP: 20 genes), Molecular function (MF: 20 genes), and Cellular process (CP: 17 
genes) based on their ontology. From the present study, we found there is utmost diversity in predicted 
functions and expression behavior in the effector repertoire of S. sclerotiorum. 

Further reading: 1. Sharma et al. (2018). Frontiers in Microbiology https://doi.org/10.3389/fmicb.2018.01169 
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K E Y N O T E  Genomic dissection of bacterial host specificity 

David S. GUTTMAN1,2, Bradley Laflamme1, Marcus M. Dillon1, Alexandre Martel1, Renan N.D. Almeida1, Darrell 
Desveaux1 
1 Department of Cell & Systems Biology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada; 2 Centre for the Analysis of Genome 
Evolution & Function, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.  

Despite the large burden and persistent threat posed by bacterial pathogens, we know remarkably little 
about the factors that govern host specificity. This is particularly true when we move away from well-studied 
model strains and consider pan-genome, species-wide diversity. Pseudomonas syringae is a highly diverse 
bacterial phytopathogen that causes important diseases on nearly all major crops. It is also an excellent 
system for studying host specificity since individual strains are believed to be very restricted in the hosts they 
can successfully infect. Despite extensive study we still have very little understanding of the factors that 
govern this host specificity. To address this question we analyzed the genomes of over 500 P. syringae strains 
to identify host specificity factors. We focus here on the type III secreted effector proteins that have evolved 



to promote disease, but which also elicit an effector-triggered immune (ETI) response in those plant hosts 
that carry the appropriate immune receptors. While it is well established that ETI effectively protects plants 
against virulent pathogens, it is often assumed that ETI is fairly restricted in scope because of the required 
specificity between specific pathogenic effectors and cognate host immune-receptors. To study the scope of 
ETI, we constructed the P. syringae Type III Effector Compendium (PsyTEC), which reduces the pan-genome 
complexity of 500+ strains carrying 70 effector families with over 5000 unique alleles to a library of 529 
representatives. We screened PsyTEC on Arabidopsis thaliana and identified 59 alleles (11.2%) from 19 
families (27.1%) that elicit ETI. Highly conserved orthologs of these effectors are found in 96.8% of P. 
syringae strains. We also identify two new immune receptors, including CAR1, which recognizes the highly 
conserved effectors HopAA1 and AvrE. Finally, we show that that the immune receptors CAR1 and ZAR1 can 
account for recognition 94.7% of P. syringae strains. 
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Avoiding the Arms Race –  a multi-faceted approach: a case study with strawberry powdery mildew  

Asiana C. I., Jin X., Liu B., Wileman H. , Avice M HALL 
Biological and Environmental Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, AL10 9AB 

Strawberry Powdery Mildew (Podosphaera aphanis) is the most feared disease of strawberries, causing 
between 20% and 70% yield loss per annum. A 20% yield loss causes a financial loss of £56.8 million a year. In 
order to control this disease many growers spray fungicides every 7 to 14 days for 6 months, with up to 20 
sprays a season. The number of active ingredients available to growers is falling. The ‘arms race’ is generally 
either between the fungus and the resistance genes in the host, or between the fungus and the fungicides 
used. Work at the University of Hertfordshire since 2004 shows that a multi-faceted approach is important to 
keep disease levels down to a minimum and prevent either arms race developing, even when disease 
pressure is high. The disease usually enters the farm on plants from the propagator or where crops are 
grown over the winter, the disease overwinters as chasmothecia on dead leaves from the previous season. 
Both can be controlled by a clean-up spray early in the season. Whilst some varieties are tolerant to the 
disease, the choice of variety is dictated by supermarket preferences rather than disease resistance. Disease 
conducive environmental conditions develop 8 to 10 weeks into a growing season. The use of a real-time 
decision support system that predicts accurately when spraying is needed enables disease control with fewer 
sprays, reducing the selection pressure on the fungus. Finally, the addition of a silicon nutrient in the 
fertigation tubes throughout the season enhances the passive defence pathway, delaying the start and build-
up of the epidemic. This multi-faceted approach enables growers to control strawberry powdery mildew with 
fewer fungicide sprays thus reducing the likelihood of an ‘arms race’ developing. 
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Novel ways of managing tree crop fungal diseases:  Using precision diagnostic technologies to tailor 
disease management strategies 

Thomas HEAVEN (1) , Andrew Armitage (1), Matthew Goddard (2), Richard Harrison (1) 
(1)  NIAB-EMR, East Malling, ME19 6BJ, UK; (2)  The University of Lincoln, Lincoln, LN6 7TS, UK 

Commercially grown apple cultivars are susceptible to a number of fungal pathogens, amongst the most 
serious are apple scab Venturia inaequalis and apple powdery mildew Podosphaera leucotricha. Current 
control measures rely upon frequent fungicide application (up to 20 sprays a year). This practice is 
unsustainable, fungicide resistant varieties have emerged in both pathogen populations and increased 
restrictions on fungicide use are anticipated. Accurate control, monitoring and forecasting requires precise 
disease diagnostics and an understanding of the diversity of pathogen populations in the field. We aim to 
generate the first genetic resources for apple powdery mildew and improve those available for apple scab. 
Both scab and mildew are highly host specific, we will use comparative genomics to identify the genetic basis 



of this host adaptation. Furthermore, naturally occurring infections will be sampled from host trees carrying 
known resistance genes. By comparing the genomes of different isolates, genes responsible for overcoming 
resistance will be identified. These results will be put into context of the wider pathogen populations through 
studying genetic variation in the UK. Ultimately, we will design a diagnosis by sequencing method that has 
resolution to key pathogen characteristics including race and resistance to fungicides. Knowledge of the 
diversity of key pathogen traits present in an orchard will enable tailoring of control measures and allow the 
effects of different agronomic approaches to be tracked. Additionally, the development of genomic 
resources for V. inaequalis and P. leucotricha will help decipher apple/pathogen interactions and improve 
understanding of resistance gene durability in the field. 
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K E Y N O T E  Phytoplasma effectors alter plant development, promote insect vector reproduction rates 
and modulate disease dynamics that contribute to phytoplasma success 

Saskia HOGENHOUT and members of the Hogenhout lab 
Department of Crop Genetics, John Innes Centre, Norwich Research Park, Norwich, NR4 7UH, UK 

Phytoplasmas are obligate intracellular bacterial plant pathogens that induce dramatic changes in plant 
architecture, including stem and branch proliferations (witches’ brooms) and leaf-like flowers (phyllody). 
These bacteria cause economic crop losses worldwide and predominantly depend on sap-feeding insects for 
transmission. The ubiquitous Aster Yellows Witches’ Broom phytoplasma (AY-WB) produces at least three 
SAP effectors that target plant developmental transcription factors for degradation; SAP05 targets SPLs and 
GATAs, SAP11 TCPs and SAP54 MADS-box transcription factors, resulting in stem and branch proliferations, 
altered bolting and flowering times, delayed plant aging, the formation of leaf-like flowers and sterility of 
Arabidopsis thaliana. AY-WB is transmitted by polyphagous Macrosteles leafhopper species and the three AY-
WB SAPs also promote reproduction of these leafhoppers, though in different ways, indicating that the SAP-
targeted plant transcription factors have previously unknown roles in regulating specific plant defence 
processes to sap-feeding insects. The SAP05, SAP11 and SAP54 genes are detected in phytoplasma-infected 
crops collected in fields, including carrots and lettuce, which often show stem proliferations and leaf-like 
flowers, and the SAP genes lie on transposon-like elements that have horizontally transferred among 
divergent phytoplasmas, suggesting that the effectors are beneficial for phytoplasma. Modelling approaches 
show that spatio-temporal patterning in disease incidence is an essential condition for phytoplasma success. 
Thus, phytoplasma effectors interfere with key plant developmental processes, promote insect vector 
reproduction rates and modulate phytoplasma disease dynamics in crop production systems. 

Further reading: Bai et al. (2006) Journal of Bacteriology 188: 3682-96; Hogenhout et al. (2008) Molecular Plant 
Pathology 9: 403-23; Bai et al. (2009) MPMI  22: 18-30; Toruño et al., (2010). Molecular Microbiology 77, 1406-1415; 
Sugio et al. (2011)  PNAS https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1105664108; Sugio et al. (2011) Annual Review of Phytopathology 
49, 175-195; MacLean et al. (2014) PLoS Biology https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1001835; Orlovskis Z, Hogenhout S 
(2018) Frontiers in Plant Science https://doi.org/10.3389/fpls.2016.00885; Tomkins et al. (2018)  Current Opinion in Plant 
Biology 44, 39-48 
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The molecular arms race between plants and aphids: host r genes 

Katia HOUGAARD, Colin Turnbull  
Imperial College London, London, SW7 2AZ, UK 

Resistance to certain pea aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum) genotypes is associated with the RAP1 quantitative 
locus in the model plant species Medicago truncatula. RAP1A and RAP1B are candidate resistance (R) genes 
within the RAP1 locus. We are investigating RAP1A and RAP1B’s role in the host’s defence response. Our 
primary aims include transforming susceptible hosts with RAP1A and RAP1B to test if the candidate R genes 
control the RAP1 response, studying candidate R gene expression, and investigating the RAP1 defence 



response mechanisms. Confocal and RT PCR studies with RAP1A and RAP1B GFP fusions indicate the 
candidate R genes can be successfully expressed in various Medicago genotypes. We tested RAP1A and 
RAP1B expression in resistant Medicago genotypes infested with virulent or avirulent aphids and evaluated 
the impact of aphid population densities. Results from quantitative PCR indicate RAP1B expression remains 
stable. We used liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis of jasmonic acid and salicylic acid in 
susceptible and resistant Medicago under aphid attack to assess the defence hormone’s roles in RAP1 
resistance. Avirulent aphids induce jasmonic and salicylic acid accumulation, but this cannot explain RAP1 
resistance since a similar pattern appears in both resistant and susceptible hosts. Our latest results will be 
presented and discussed. 
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Game of hide and seek - interactions between different effector genes in the fungal pathogen 
Leptosphaeria maculans  

Yong-Ju HUANG, Lakshmi H. Gajula, Chinthani S. Karandeni-Dewage, Bruce D.L. Fitt 
School of Life and Medical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, Herts, AL10 9AB, UK 

Phoma stem canker, caused by L. maculans, is a damaging disease on oilseed rape word-wide. Currently, this 
disease causes UK annual yield losses >£80M. Control of this disease relies on deployment of major 
resistance (R) genes. However, new sources of resistance are often rendered ineffective due to pathogen 
population changes from avirulent to virulent. R gene-resistance against L. maculans (Rlm) is associated with 
a gene-for-gene interaction in which the product of a pathogen effector gene (AvrLm) is recognised by the 
product of a host Rlm gene so that the pathogen is unable to infect the host. R gene-mediated resistance is 
effective only if the corresponding avirulent allele is predominant in the L. maculans population. Therefore, 
monitoring and identification of new virulent pathogen races is crucial for effective deployment of R gene-
mediated resistance. Changes in L. maculans populations were monitored at eight sites over three seasons 
and molecular mechanisms of mutation to virulence were investigated. UK L. maculans isolates were 
obtained from phoma leaf spot lesions sampled from field experiments at different sites in 2015/2016, 
2016/2017 and 2017/2018 growing seasons. There were variations in frequencies of avirulent alleles of 
AvrLm1, AvrLm4, AvrLm5 and AvrLm6 between sites and seasons. All isolates from different sites were 
avirulent towards Rlm7 but virulent towards Rlm3 and Rlm9 in the first season. However, the frequency of 
isolates virulent towards Rlm7 increased to 6.8% in 2016/2017 and 16.3% in 2017/2018. Interestingly, all UK 
L. maculans isolates collected from 1999 to 2015 were virulent towards Rlm3 and Rlm9; the corresponding 
avirulent alleles of AvrLm3 and AvrLm9 were thought to be lost from the populations. However, with the 
observation of isolates virulent towards Rlm7, isolates avirulent towards Rlm3 and Rlm9 re-appeared. This 
confirms the masking effects of AvrLm4-7 on the recognition of AvrLm3 by Rlm3 or AvrLm9 by Rlm9. 
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Dissecting the key effectors involved in Pseudomonas cherry canker  

Michelle HULIN (1), Lynn S (1), Mansfield JW (2), Housley K (1), Fernandez F (1), Lipska M (1), Neale H (3), Arnold 
DL (3), Jackson RW (4),  Harrison RJ (1) 
(1) NIAB EMR, East Malling, Kent ME19 6BJ, UK; (2) Department of Life Sciences, Imperial College London, South Kensington, 
London, UK; (3) Department of Applied Sciences, University of the West of England, Bristol, UK; (4) School of Biological 
Sciences, Whiteknights, University of Reading, Reading, UK  

Pseudomonas syringae pathovars are important pathogens globally. Individual strains are believed to be host 
specialised to a greater or lesser extent, which may be linked to their repertoire of type III effector proteins 
involved in both virulence and avirulence in planta. It is hypothesised that effectors may form functionally 
redundant groups that allow P. syringae to suppress the immune response of different hosts whilst utilising 
contrasting effector sets. Multiple clades of P. syringae have independently converged to cause canker 
disease of cherry (Prunus avium). They include P.s pv. morsprunorum races 1 and 2 and P.s pv. syringae. 



Genomic analysis of the Prunus strains revealed highly divergent effector and toxin repertoires between the 
different clades, indicating they use distinct mechanisms to cause disease. Despite these differences, the 
presence/absence of several effectors was associated with the disease and phylogenetics revealed effectors 
have been frequently swapped between cherry pathogens via horizontal gene transfer, on both plasmid and 
phage sequences. By contrast, the HopAB effector family has been lost or truncated in cherry-pathogenic 
clades likely due to an avirulence reaction in cherry. Utilising a Bayesian co-occurrence analysis of effector 
gene evolution, we now aim to dissect which effectors act redundantly in cherry pathogens, determine the 
set required for virulence and complement this with a polymutant approach in the laboratory.  
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Effects of cultivar resistance and fungicides on coexisting fungal pathogens Leptosphaeria maculans 
and L. biglobosa 

Asna JAVAID, Fitt BDL, Qi A, Huang YJ 
School of Life and Medical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield UK 

Coexisting fungi Leptosphaeria maculans (Lm) and L. biglobosa (Lb) cause phoma stem canker on oilseed 
rape, that leads to £50-90M annual yield loss in the UK despite the use of resistant cultivars and fungicides. 
This study aims to investigate the effects of cultivar resistance and fungicides on Lm and Lb in field 
experiments. Field experiments were done at Boxworth, Cambridgeshire in 2015-2016 and at Terrington, 
Norfolk in 2016-2017 and 2017-2018. Six cultivars with different resistance to Leptosphaeria spp. were sown 
in August in a randomized block design with three replicates. There were three fungicide treatments; no 
spray control, prothioconazole (Proline) or penthiopyrad+ picoxystrobin (Refinzar). Severity of phoma leaf 
spot and phoma stem canker was assessed in autumn and summer before harvest respectively. qPCR analysis 
was done on stems to determine the amounts of Lm DNA or Lb DNA in cankers. There were differences 
between cultivars and fungicide treatments in the number of Lm or Lb phoma leaf spots, severity of phoma 
stem canker and amounts of Lm DNA or Lb DNA in stem cankers in different seasons. Cultivars with R gene-
mediated resistance against Lm had greater number of Lb phoma leaf spots, less severe stem cankers and 
greater amounts of Lb DNA in cankers. Cultivars with no resistance against Leptosphaeria spp. had greater 
number of Lm phoma leaf spots, more severe stem cankers and greater amounts of Lm DNA in stem cankers. 
Both fungicides were equally effective in reducing the number of Lm or Lb phoma leaf spots and severity of 
phoma stem canker on cultivars susceptible to both Leptosphaeria spp. with little or no effects on cultivars 
resistant to Lm. Both fungicides effectively reduced the amounts of Lm or Lb DNA in stem cankers on most 
cultivars with significant interactions (P<0,05) between cultivars and fungicides in different seasons.  
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It’s all in the delivery: identifying and functionally characterising yellow rust effectors in wheat 

Cassandra JENSEN, Diane Saunders 
John Innes Centre, Department of Crop Genetics, Norwich, NR47UH, UK 

Yellow rust (YR) of wheat, caused by the obligate biotrophic fungus Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici (PST), 
remains one of the largest biotic limitations to wheat production worldwide. A major barrier to 
understanding the biology of the wheat rusts is their recalcitrance to experimental procedures, namely 
genetic transformation. Thus, despite their dire threat to global food security, little is known about the 
molecular mechanisms that underlie infection. Of particular interest are identifying fungal effectors – 
proteins that play a key role in pathogenesis. To date, no effectors that are recognized by a particular 
resistance protein in wheat have been characterized for PST. Here, we describe an in silico pipeline to mine 
effector candidates of PST that are specifically recognized by the resistance protein YR2. To this aim, we 
identified SNPs in the genomes of near isogenic isolates in which one PST isolate had spontaneously gained 
virulence on YR2 wheat. The near isogenic nature of the isolates eliminates genetic variation due to 



evolutionary divergence, instead highlighting SNPs associated with changes in virulence. This pipeline has 
produced seven candidates which are now of high priority to confirm experimentally in the lab. 
Unfortunately, reliable methods for delivering and functionally characterizing candidate effectors of PST in 
the native wheat host are limited. To address this issue, we are developing a system using heterologous 
expression in wheat blast (Magnaporthe oryzae). We have produced a single Magnaporthe transformant 
expressing AvrSr50 from stem rust (as a positive control) that elicits an Sr50 dependent hypersensitive 
response in wheat. These results provide a valuable starting point for developing a consistent system to 
deliver rust effectors in wheat, eventually leading to the functional confirmation of candidate effectors 
identified in silico. 

Monday | PH Gregory competition cassandra.jensen@jic.ac.uk 

K E Y N O T E  Genomic insights into plant/pathogen coevolution 

Jonathan D.G. JONES and colleagues 
Sainsbury Lab, Colney Lane, Norwich NR4 7UH  

Plants have evolved a robust innate immune system that recognizes pathogen molecules and then activates 
defence. Immunity involves both cell surface transmembrane receptor proteins and intracellular NLR 
immune receptors, often encoded by Resistance (R) genes. NLRs are modular proteins with an N-terminal 
signalling domain, a nucleotide-binding domain and C-terminal LRRs.  NLRs either directly or indirectly 
recognize pathogen effector molecules. Plants show extensive within- and between-species diversity in their 
NLR-encoding repertoires, which we investigate using sequence capture; polymorphism in NLR repertoires is 
important for their efficacy. We apply these methods to recruit and deploy multiple genes for resistance to 
potato late blight caused by Phytophthora infestans.  Pathogens carry a battery of effectors to suppress 
immunity; we have used sequence capture to investigate diversity in effector repertoires and reveal new 
recognized effectors. Some resistances require two NLR proteins. One (the sensor) detects effector action, 
while the other (helper) NLR transduces the signal. Arabidopsis RPS4 and RRS1 genes, encoding NLR proteins, 
confer recognition of AvrRps4 or PopP2 bacterial effectors. RRS1 carries a C- terminal WRKY transcription 
factor domain targeted by AvrRps4 and PopP2, suggesting these effectors target other WRKY proteins. Plants 
carry enormous diversity in their repertoires of integrated domains within NLRs, revealing the range of host 
proteins targeted by effectors. 

Tuesday | Session 4 jonathan.jones@tsl.ac.uk 

Understanding major gene-mediated resistance in Brassica napus (oilseed rape) against the 
apoplastic fungal pathogen, Pyrenopeziza brassicae (light leaf spot)  

Chintani S KARANDENI DEWAGE, Stotz, H.U., Fitt, B.D.L. 
School of Life and Medical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, Herts, AL10 9AB, UK 

Light leaf spot disease, caused by a fungal pathogen, Pyrenopeziza brassicae, is currently the most damaging 
foliar disease on winter oilseed rape (Brassica napus) in the UK. Light leaf spot disease management is often 
reliant on fungicide applications. However, there has been evidence for the development of insensitivity to 
azole fungicides in UK P. brassicae populations. Deployment of cultivar resistance remains an important 
aspect of effective management of the disease. Nevertheless, the genetic basis of resistance remains poorly 
understood and no resistance genes have been cloned. A major gene locus (PBR2) for resistance against P. 
brassicae has been mapped to the bottom end of the B. napus chrA01 c. 3.0 cM away from the closest 
flanking marker. We have identified the physical location of the closest flanking marker on B. napus chrA01 
after identifying the syntenic position in B. rapa chrA01. The interval between this locus and the telomere 
corresponds to a c. 1.2Mbp section in chrA01. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers on the 
corresponding genomic region have been obtained and c. 400 candidate SNPs specific to chrA01 have been 
identified. Further analysis of this region was done through fine mapping of selected SNPs using KASP marker 



analysis. Of these markers, three additional markers linked to the resistance locus were identified, which 
narrowed down the corresponding chromosomal region to c. 300Kbp. It is expected that this fine mapping 
will provide tightly linked markers for marker-assisted selection and assist in the isolation, sequencing and 
functional identification of the resistance gene. 

POSTER c.s.karandeni-dewage@herts.ac.uk 

Building the plant health profession 

Celia KNIGHT (1), Charles Lane (1), Nicola Spence (1), Joanne Needham (2), Rosie Wakeham(2), Rachel Lambert-
Forsyth (2), Jonathan Carruthers (2), Laura Marshall (2), Laura Bellingan (2) 
(1) Fera Science Ltd, York, YO41 1LZ, UK; (2) Royal Society of Biology, London, WC1X0GB, UK 

With increasing concerns about UK and global plant biosecurity and continued demands for rewarding career 
prospects, now is a good time to build the plant health profession.  We understand the range of careers in 
the healthcare sector for medically-related jobs; why don’t we think professionally about plant healthcare in 
the same way?  Clear presentation of training and professional recognition in plant health appeals to 
students interested in biological sciences and complements recruitment efforts from established professions 
such as agriculture, horticulture and forestry to help build the skills base. We present work on two schemes 
administered by The Royal Society of Biology to increase opportunities in plant health.  First, PLANT HEALTH 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTSHIPS (1).  In its third year, a competitive scheme for research addressing Defra’s 
priorities has funded nine studentships (from Defra, BSPP, N8 Agrifoods and the David Colegrave 
Foundation). Second, PLANT HEALTH PROFESSIONAL REGISTER (2).  In its fourth year this scheme recognises plant 
health competencies in the workforce. Now with over 90 government registrants and extending to the 
horticultural trade, we are working with the HTA to link professional registration to the new Plant Health 
Management Standard.  

Websites: (1) www.rsb.org.uk/get-involved/grants/plant-health-ug-studentships; (2) www.rsb.org.uk/careers-and-
cpd/registers/plant-health-register  

POSTER  celia@ckconsult.co.uk 

Elucidating the life cycle of the agapanthus gall midge 

Julie Zhangju LIN, Jones HBC 
Royal Horticultural Society, Woking, GU23 6QB, United Kingdom 

The agapanthus gall midge (AGM), which infects the horticulturally popular Agapanthus plant, was a pest 
newly discovered in the UK in 2014. The midge was initially brought to attention at the Royal Horticultural 
Society, and has since been classified as both a new genus and species (Enigmadiplosis agapanthi) on the 
basis that AGM exhibits characteristics which mix those of the gall midge tribes Cecidomyiini and 
Clinodiplosis (Harris, Salisbury & Jones, 2016). This insect pest affects commercial and home horticulturalists 
through a large area of the UK with reports of its symptoms mostly in southern England but some cases 
further north; now with little chance of complete eradication due to its spread. The infection affects 
flowering of Agapanthus depending on severity, and has the potential to cause millions of pounds’ worth in 
damages. Infected flower buds or heads are unable to open and instead turn into galls as they are modified 
and consumed by the AGM larvae inside. AGM likely originated from South Africa, where it’s plant host is 
native and where AGM was once briefly mentioned in literature. Due to the recent discovery and 
characterisation of the AGM, little is known about its biology, including the key life stages of pupation and 
oviposition. This project aims to elucidate the important but currently unidentified biological aspects of the 
midge in the hope of finding suitable biological and chemical controls to combat the pest. Our primary goals 
are to elucidate the pupae characteristics, depth of pupation, oviposition periods, oviposition target areas, 
and egg characteristics of the AGM - all are potential targets for control. Trialling various rearing methods 



and improving the experimental work with AGM will also build grounds for future research. We also hope to 
gain midge specimens at various life stages and ultimately improve our knowledge of this pest. 

POSTER zjl17@ic.ac.uk 

K E Y N O T E  A conserved modular fold contributes to Phytophthora effector function and evolution 

Wenbo MA 
Department of Microbiology and Plant Pathology, University of California Riverside, USA 

Functioning as essential virulence proteins, pathogen effectors constantly co-evolve with their hosts to 
promote disease. An overall understanding of effector function and the mechanisms underlying their 
diversification and adaptation is critical to implementing durable disease resistance. By analyzing the protein 
structure of Phytophthora suppressor of RNA silencing 2 (PSR2), we identified a conserved structural module 
that is highly prevalent in the “RXLR” family of Phytophthora effectors. PSR2 consists of seven tandem 
repeats of this module (named “LWY” based on the conserved amino acid residues) and each unit forms a 
highly conserved fold that tolerates sequence flexibility. Interestingly, adjacent units are connected through 
stable, directional linkages. This unique concatenation mechanism results in an overall stick-like structure of 
PSR2. Furthermore, functional analysis demonstrates differential contributions of individual units to PSR2 
virulence activity. Genome analyses revealed 293 PSR2-like effectors from five Phytophthora species that 
contain the LWY module as tandem repeats. These effectors also use the conserved concatenation 
mechanism and the “joint-like” interunit linkages are sufficiently stable to support a highly organized, 
nonglobular architecture of the effectors, which presumably increasing surface areas and promoting 
interactions with host targets. On the other hand, the sequence plasticity of each LWY unit would benefit 
differentiation of effector function through substitution of surface residues. Furthermore, PSR2-like effectors 
are often chimeras of diversified LWY units; therefore, novel virulence functions could be evolved by stacking 
and exchange of different LWY units within and between effectors. We propose that the LWY fold is a basic 
structural and functional module that enable virulence activities and serve as a “building block” to accelerate 
the evolution of novel effector functions in Phytophthora. 
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Gene duplication and R genes: unravelling complex evolutionary dynamics 

Barbara K MABLE (1), Buckley J (1,2), Kilbride E (1), Sanders J (1), Bothe AM (1), Port JLF (1), Morecroft A (1), 
Holub EB (3) 
(1) University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ, UK; (2) ETH Zürich, Zürich, CH-8092, Switzerland; (3) University of Warwick, 
Wellesbourne, CV35 9EF, UK 

Genomic-scale approaches reveal that the regulation of host-pathogen interactions in plants could be more 
complex than original models considered, with much more variation in R gene repertoires within species than 
previously expected.  In fact, plant R-gene repertoires show striking similarities to animal immune systems, 
with gene duplication and copy number variation more prevalent than previously suspected,  even for gene-
for-gene response systems that have been well characterised in model systems, Here we focus on an R-gene 
that has been tested functionally across a wide range of accessions for the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana: 
RPP13 (resistance to Peronospora parasitica), which interacts with the ATR13 effector in the oomycete 
pathogen causing downy mildew.  The main purpose of our study was to investigate the impacts of mating 
system and ploidy variation on the evolutionary dynamics of this R-gene, which provides a classic example of 
balancing selection.  Using predominantly outcrossing relatives of A. thaliana (A. lyrata and A. arenosa) we 
identified previously uncharacterised copy number variation, involving at least three tandemly duplicated 
paralogues.  While the functions have not been resolved, all three copies show extensive polymorphism 
consistent with balancing selection, which could indicate that all have a role in recognition processes.  
Although not previously reported, all three paralogues also occur in A. thaliana, with a previously identified 
functional copy present in most accessions but more variable presence of the other two. Moreover, for A. 



lyrata we found much more haplotype variation within each of the copies for European (both diploids and 
tetraploids outcrossing but hybridising with A. arenosa) than North American (diploid only but varying in 
mating system) populations.  Intriguingly, the presumed functional copy is extremely rare in North American 
populations, where the prevalence of downy mildew could be restricted by their sand dune habitats.  We 
discuss possible evolutionary drivers of the extensive polymorphism observed.  
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Assessing the potential of a new UK psyllid species to transmit Candidatus Liberibacter solanacearum 
from native host to related crops  

Siobhan MADDEN (1), Kenyon DM (2), Highet FH (2), Sumner-Kalkun J (2) 
(1) University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ, UK; (2) SASA, Edinburgh, EH12 9FJ, UK 

Candidatus Liberibacter solanacearum (Lso) is an emerging bacterial pathogen threatening crops globally. 
Several species of psyllids are vectors of Lso with different species reported to transmit different haplotypes 
to preferred host plants across varying geographical areas. The ability of a species to transmit Lso relies on 
both feeding behaviour as well as host range.  The first report in the UK of Lso haplotype C, associated with 
disease in carrot crops, was in the Psyllid species Trioza anthrisci in 2017. This study aims to assess the ability 
of T. anthrisci to transmit Lso from their reproductive host plant, Anthriscus sylvestris (Cow Parsley) to a 
potential crop host, Daucus carota subsp. sativus (carrot) and measure the rate of transmission. T. anthrisci 
colonies were reared on Lso infected cow parsley before being transferred onto carrot plants. Carrot leaves 
were assessed for physical symptoms of Lso including leaf curling, shoot proliferation, and yellowing/ 
purpling of foliage on a weekly basis. The behaviour of the psyllids such as feeding, development of 
immatures and reproduction were also monitored. DNA was extracted from different sections of the plant 
and tested weekly for the presence of Lso using real-time PCR with the haplotype confirmed using 
conventional PCR. Although it is not considered an immediate threat to Scottish agriculture, understanding 
the distribution of Lso and its vectors aids assessment of potential impact to agricultural crops. This study of 
potential transmission from natural host to crop is of interest not only for agriculture but also in 
understanding vector-pathogen relationships in natural systems. 

POSTER Siobhan.Madden@sasa.gov.scot 

Below-ground controls of oak decline 

Ardanuy A, Chomel M, Katie MARTIN 
University of Manchester, Manchester, M13 9PT, United Kingdom 

Oak decline episodes in the UK have been associated with different combinations of biotic and abiotic factors 
that make trees more susceptible to further stresses, like disease, which in some cases leads to tree death. 
Recent work shows that mutualistic root-associated (ectomycorrhizal) fungi could be key in shaping tree 
tolerance to stress, partly through the ability of the fungi to acquire growth-limiting nutrients and water from 
the soil. However, little is known about the importance of the association of oaks with ectomycorrhizal fungi 
on the tolerance to successive stresses. In this project, we will try to cover this gap by evaluating the 
tolerance of oaks (Quercus robur) to simulated herbivory and drought, either alone or in combination, when 
they are grown in their own or an 'alien' soil. This approach will illustrate how oak seedlings might respond to 
new environments where the populations of compatible mycorrhizal partners are low. We will simulate 
herbivory in half of the saplings by damaging the leaves mechanically and the application of 10 mM methyl 
jasmonate solution twice during a period of two weeks.  We will measure growth and defence traits in oaks 
and nutrient pools in soils. In particular oak growth traits (stem diameter,, height, leaves, biomass), 
physiological traits (photosynthetic capacity, net primary productivity, mycorrhizal colonization, stochiometry 
and total phenolics) and soil nutrient pools (total organic carbon, ammonia, nitrate, microbial carbon and 
nitrogen). This multifactorial experimental set up will give insights on how the tolerance of oak trees is 



shaped by interacting stressors in their own and 'alien' soil. The results of this study will help to understand 
oak decline and seedling establishment in new environments.  

POSTER katie.martin-4@student.manchester.ac.uk 

Identifying novel plant disease treatment in New Zealand kiwifruit orchards 

Javier MARTÍNEZ-PÉREZ (1), Joel Vanneste (2), Andrew Truman (1), Jacob Malone (1&3) 
(1) John Innes Centre, Norwich, United Kingdom; (2) Plant & Food Research, Hamilton, New Zealand; (3) University of East 
Anglia, Norwich, United Kingdom 

Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidae (Psa) is a major threat to New Zealand kiwifruit orchards, with around 
84% of kiwifruit hectares currently infected, leading to cumulative losses of well over NZ$1 billion since 2010. 
My project looks to examine how the naturally-occurring population of kiwi-associated Pseudomonas 
bacteria responds to Psa infection and exploit this knowledge to discover and characterise novel anti-Psa 
treatments. The project has begun with a research visit to New Zealand, where 6000 isolate kiwi-associated 
Pseudomonas bacteria were collected from infected and non-infected orchards for subsequent 
characterisation in the United Kingdom. From this collection, a selection of 1000 strains has been tested 
using laboratory-based assays for the ability to suppress five different Psa strains alongside other relevant 
phenotypes (ie. morphology, production of hydrogen cyanide, proteases or siderophores, swarming ability 
and Streptomyces suppression). Some bacteria isolates can effectively fight back against Psa, and we now aim 
to isolate and analyse particularly interesting natural product (NPs) molecules and examine their ability to 
suppress Psa. We also intend to genome sequence approximately 150 Pseudomonas strains (50% suppressive 
and 50% non-suppressive) and look for relevant phenotypic genes and NP clusters to identify correlations 
between NPs, phenotypes and the metadata. Finally, we will carry out in planta assays for Psa biocontrol, and 
examine the impact of key NPs by making and testing deletion mutants in NP gene clusters.  

POSTER javier.martinez@jic.ac.uk 

K E Y N O T E  Emergence and evolution of Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae 

Honour C. McCANN 
New Zealand Institute for Advanced Study, Massey University, NZ 

Disease emergence is a growing threat to agricultural productivity worldwide, yet plant pathology is primarily 
focused on populations sampled from cultivated crops. There is increasing evidence environmental reservoirs 
contribute to disease emergence however. While the arms race model has considerable explanatory power 
for tightly coevolving hosts and pathogens in agricultural contexts, it may be unsuitable for describing the 
dynamics of pathogens infecting natural host populations. Greater spatial, environmental and genetic 
heterogeneity and variable disease prevalence and severity may result in the long-term maintenance of 
genetic variation in both host resistance and pathogen virulence genes. The maintenance of polymorphism in 
wild pathogen populations represents a disease reservoir from which virulent genotypes may emerge to 
cause epidemics in agricultural environments. The emergence of Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae (Psa) 
over the last three decades - concomitant with the domestication of its kiwifruit (Actinidia spp.) host - offers 
a unique opportunity to understand the relationship between wild and cultivated populations of both plants 
and microbes and the ecological and evolutionary factors driving disease emergence and establishment in 
agricultural settings. 
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Multiple pathogen recognition by plant immune receptors 

Brabham HJ (1), Bettgenhaeuser J (1), Hernández-Pinzón I (1), Lorang J (2), Saitoh H (3), Dawson AM (1), 
Gardiner M (1), Green P (1), Taylor J (1), Smoker M (1), Ferguson JN (1), Emmrich P (1), Hubbard A (4), Bayles R 
(4), Waugh R (5), Steffenson B (6), Wulff BBH (1), Ward ER (1), Hayes P (2), Sato K (7), Terauchi R (3), Wolpert T 
(2), Matthew J MOSCOU (1) 
(1) The Sainsbury Laboratory, Norwich, NR4 7UH, UK; (2) Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR, 97331-2902 USA; (3) Iwate 
Biotechnology Research Centre, Kitakami, Japan; (4) NIAB, Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, CB3 0LE, UK; (5) The James Hutton 
Institute, Invergowrie, Dundee, DD2 5DA, UK; (6) University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota, 55108, USA; (7) Okayama 
University, Kirishiki, 710-0046, Japan 

The majority of NLR-encoding resistance genes recognise single pathogen species; few NLRs have the 
capacity to recognise multiple pathogens. The Mla locus has over 30 described alleles conferring isolate-
specific resistance to Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei (powdery mildew), contains three NLR encoding gene 
families (RGH1, RGH2, and RGH3). Resistance to powdery mildew is conferred by NLRs derived from the 
RGH1 gene family. In addition to powdery mildew, the Mla locus is associated with resistance to multiple 
pathogens including Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici (wheat stripe rust; Rps7), Magnaporthe oryzae (rice blast; 
Rmo1), and sensitivity to the Cochliobolus victoriae victorin toxin (Lov1). We performed high-resolution 
recombination screens using multiple alleles of Mla and confirmed the genetic coupling of Mla3/Rmo1/Lov1, 
Mla7/Rps7, and Mla8/Rps7. Using sequence capture and RNAseq, we discovered substantial intraspecific 
copy number variation and expression levels for all Mla alleles. Evaluation of stable transgenic barley found 
that Mla3 conditions powdery mildew and rice blast resistance, and both Mla7 and Mla8 condition powdery 
mildew and wheat stripe rust resistance. This work, coupled with the recent discovery of direct interaction of 
MLA and AVRa effectors (Saur et al. 2019), suggests that MLA has the capacity to recognize molecular 
structures conserved among plant pathogen effectors. 

Reference: Saur et al. eLife 2019; 8:e44471. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.44471 
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Pleiotropic effects of durable resistance to biotrophic pathogens of wheat 

Cyrielle NDOUGONNA, Nicholson P, Brown JKM 
John Innes Centre, Norwich, NR4 7UH, UK 

Over the past decades, plant breeders have focused much effort on the identification and deployment of 
durable resistance in crops. The rust resistance gene Lr34 is an example of such a gene as it provides broad-
spectrum resistance against leaf rust, stripe rust and powdery mildew in wheat and has been effective under 
field conditions for several decades. However, there is now evidence that Lr34 also has pleiotropic effects on 
the plant’s susceptibility to diseases such as Septoria tritici blotch and wheat blast in seedlings. Such a trade-
off also occurs with mlo mildew-resistance genes, which increase susceptibility to Ramularia leaf spot in 
barley. To reduce the damage caused by facultative pathogens to varieties with Lr34, it is necessary to assess 
the effect of this gene on a wide range of damaging diseases of wheat. If these trade-offs are apparent under 
field conditions, this will have major implications for breeding strategies. We are testing the effect of Lr34 on 
increasing susceptibility to wheat blast in glasshouse experiments. Our data show that both seedlings and 
adult plants of wheat carrying Lr34 are more susceptible to wheat blast infection than plants without Lr34. 
Ears of Lr34 lines infected by wheat blast produce grains with a significantly lower weight than non-Lr34 
lines. We are also studying the effect of Lr34 on host responses to blast by transcriptome analysis of infected 
and uninfected wheat plants with or without Lr34. 

POSTER cyrielle.ndougonna@jic.ac.uk 

 

  



Genetic potential for adaptation of temperature response in the causal agents of phoma stem canker 
on oilseed rape 

Fay NEWBERY (1,2), Bruce D. L. Fitt (3), Michael W. Shaw (1) 
(1) School of Agriculture, Policy and Development, University of Reading, Reading, UK; (2) Royal Horticultural Society, Surrey, 
UK; (3) School of Life and Medical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK 

In order to continue to threaten crops in the UK, pathogens need to be able to remain competitive in our 
changing climate. Leptosphaeria maculans and L. biglobosa both cause phoma stem canker on oilseed rape. 
They compete with each other, and with Pyrenopeziza brassicae which causes light leaf spot, to occupy the 
same leaf and stem niches within oilseed rape plants. Differences in the ability of pathogens to evolve in 
response to changing field temperatures may change the competitive balance between pathogen species 
and/or between pathogens and hosts. Temperature response data, collected in vitro for a number of isolates 
of Leptosphaeria maculans and L. biglobosa, reveal differences in the genetic and environmental variances of 
different aspects of temperature response in these fungi. Although only valid for in vitro growth, these 
results suggest differing genetic potentials in these two fungi for adaptation to the higher temperatures 
expected in future years. 
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Characterisation of temperature-sensitivity of Brassica napus resistance against Leptosphaeria 
maculans 

Katherine NOEL, Huang Y-J, Qi A, Fitt BDL and Stotz HU 
University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK, AL10 9AB  

Phoma stem canker, caused by the fungal pathogen L. maculans, costs the UK oilseed rape industry c. £80 
million annually. Cultivars with quantitative and/or qualitative resistance are used to control this disease. 
Qualitative resistance is controlled by single, major resistance (R) genes which are often temperature-
sensitive. Differences in pathogenesis-related gene expression of Brassica napus plants with temperature-
resilient or temperature-sensitive R genes are being explored. Initial cotyledon point inoculation assays with 
L. maculans were carried out at 20oC and 25oC to compare the resistance phenotypes of introgression lines 
with different R genes. qPCR analysis was carried out on the two lines that were found to be temperature-
sensitive and resilient, comparing expression levels of pathogenesis-related genes at various time points 
following an incompatible reaction with L. maculans at 20oC and 25oC. A temperature-sensitive gene SNC1 
and its temperature-resilient paralog FocBr1 are being investigated for their roles in temperature-sensitivity. 
AtSNC1 acts as a temperature-sensitive component of plant defence responses. FocBr1 confers resistance 
against Fusarium oxysporum in Brassica rapa. The Brassica oleracea ortholog, FocBo1, operates at 
temperatures >25oC (Shimizu et al., 2015). TILLING mutations in closely related FocBr1 and BrSNC1 genes in 
the B. rapa line R-o-18 were obtained from RevGenUK.  Cotyledon assays were carried out on these lines to 
determine any differences from the wild type in their resistance phenotypes at 20oC and 25oC. Phenotypic 
differences were observed between the lines with FocBr1 mutants displaying higher susceptibility at 20oC. 
Gene expression differences will be determined in BrSNC1 and FocBr1 mutants to explore the molecular 
mechanisms behind these differences in temperature-sensitivity.  

Reference: Shimizu M, et al. 2015. Map-based cloning of a candidate gene conferring Fusarium yellows resistance in 
Brassica oleracea. Theoretical and Applied Genetics, 128, 119-130 
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Low amplitude boom-and-bust cycles define the Septoria nodorum blotch interaction 

Huyen T.T. Phan (1), Darcy Jones (1), Kasia Rybak (1), Kejal Dodhia (1), Francisco J. Lopez-Ruiz (1), Romain Valade 
(2), Lilian Gout (3), Marc-Henri Lebrun (3), Bruce McDonald, Richard P. OLIVER (1), Kar-Chun Tan (1) 
(1) Centre for Crop and Disease Management, School of Molecular and Life Sciences, Curtin University, Western Australia, 
Australia; (2) ARVALIS Institut du Végétal Avenue Lucien Brétignières, Bâtiment INRA Bioger, 78850 Thiverval-Grignon, France 
(3) UMR INRA Bioger Agro-ParisTech, 78850 Thiverval-Grignon, France 

Septoria nodorum blotch (SNB) is caused by the Dothideomycete fungal pathogen Parastagonospora 
nodorum. The Western Australia (WA) wheatbelt is a hot spot for the disease causing more than $100m in 
losses annually. SNB has been a major target for breeders in WA for many years. In this study, we assembled 
a panel of 155 WA P. nodorum isolates collected over a 44-year period and compared them to 23 isolates 
from France and the USA using 28 SSR loci and to a large global population using 5 SSRs. The WA P. nodorum 
population could be divided into five groups with contrasting spatio-temporal distribution and different 
reproductive modes. The majority of the WA isolates fell into two groups that were found throughout the 
collection area and had balanced mating type allele frequencies consistent with regular sexual reproduction. 
The other three groups were found in restricted locations, were transient and consisted of a single mating 
type. The transient/emergent groups emerged during periods coincident with the mass adoption of only a 
single or a small group of widely planted wheat cultivars. When introduced, these cultivars had high scores 
for SNB resistance. However, the field resistance of these new cultivars often declined over subsequent 
seasons prompting their replacement with new more resistant varieties. Pathogenicity assays showed that 
the asexual populations were as or more pathogenic on contemporary cultivars than the co-existing sexual 
populations. The source of the recent populations was studied by comparing them with the older 
populations and a large group of overseas isolates. The data is insufficient to assign a definite origin, but it is 
possible that regular invasion into West Australia occurs despite the extensive 
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Testing the ‘Pay-back’ hypothesis in the field: Can bumblebee pollination ‘rescue’ seed production in 
cucumber mosaic virus-infected tomato plants? 

Anna M PLATONI (1,2), Waghorn I (2), Murphy AM (1), Glover BJ (1), Carr JP (1), Clover G (2) 
(1) Department of Plant Sciences, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, CB2 3EA, UK; (2) Royal Horticultural Society, RHS 
Garden Wisley, Nr Woking, GU23 6QB, UK 

The interactions between plants and associated insects are complex and often mediated by volatiles. 
Infection by viruses alters plant volatile signatures and consequently affects how insects interact with plants. 
In lab experiments cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) was shown to cause plants to emit volatile chemicals that 
attract bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) (Groen et al. 2016). Bumblebees are important tomato pollinators 
but do not transmit CMV. For wild plants under natural conditions, helping host reproduction by encouraging 
bee visitation, pollination and increased host reproduction might represent a ‘payback’ by the virus to 
susceptible hosts (Groen et al. 2016). Fieldwork at RHS Garden Wisley in the summer of 2018 tested this 
hypothesis for the first time under field conditions by comparing pollination rates and resulting seed set of 
CMV-infected and mock-inoculated tomato plants. In the field mock-inoculated plants produced similar 
numbers of seeds whether or not pollinators were excluded but CMV-infected plants produced a greater 
number of seeds when pollinators were allowed access to flowers. This is additional evidence supporting the 
idea that the virus is ‘paying back’ its susceptible host by attracting pollinators and aiding seed production. 
An additional aim of this work at RHS is to further understand the interactions between plants, insects, and 
plant viruses in order to inform and benefit both amateur gardeners and the horticultural industry.  

Reference: Groen SC et al. PLoS Pathogens 12(8):e1005790 
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An unknown disease among the elms - 100 years of Dutch Elm Disease 

Gail M PRESTON 
Department of Plant Sciences, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK 

In the early 20th century a disease emerged that afflicted elm trees across Belgium, the Netherlands and 
parts of Northern France. Dutch, French and German writers called it the elm disease or "elm death". 
However, it was Dutch researchers who reported the dying off of elms in the 1919 and 1920 growing seasons 
and undertook to study the disease in depth, which led to its common name of Dutch elm disease (often 
abbreviated as DED). The disease causing agent was subsequently identified as a fungus, Ophiostoma ulmi, 
originally identified in its imperfect stage as Graphium ulmi. The first DED pandemic caused losses of 10-40% 
of elm trees in several European countries. However, in the 1940s a new, highly aggressive species, now 
known as Ophiostoma novo-ulmi, emerged and caused a devastating and ongoing pandemic across Eurasia 
and North America. Together, O. ulmi and O. novo-ulmi are estimated to have killed over 1 billion elm trees 
worldwide. To recognise a century of research on DED, I will outline the history of DED research and the 
pioneering researchers who laid the foundations for our understanding of this important pathogen. 
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Getting to the root of the problem: Controlling Armillaria 

Helen REES (1), Drakulic J (2), Cromey M (2), Clover G (2), Bailey AM (1) and Foster GD (1) 
(1) School of Biological Sciences, Univ. Bristol, Bristol, BS8 1TQ, UK; (2) Royal Horticultural Society, Wisley, GU23 6QB, UK. 

Armillaria species are one of the most widespread fungal plant pathogens worldwide affecting a range of 
woody trees and shrubs in gardens, agriculture and forestry. The root disease spreads primarily through an 
underground network of hyphal root-like structures known as rhizomorphs which can grow at a rate of up to 
1 m a year. Due to a lack of practical and effective control options, there is a demand for a control which is 
pesticide-free with no negative cultural or environmental impact. This study focuses on the potential of 
Trichoderma endophytes to show antagonistic properties towards Armillaria and offer protection to host 
plants. Forty host-associated isolates of Trichoderma were tested with Armillaria in dual culture. It was 
shown that Trichoderma can grow over Armillaria cultures within four days and significantly reduce the 
Armillaria growth over 1.5 months at which point the Armillaria cultures had limited viability. An in planta 
experiment screened for the potential of forty Trichoderma isolates to protect strawberry plants from 
Armillaria infection. There was variation between Trichoderma isolates, but a total of seven have the 
potential to protect hosts from infection. Further investigation of these isolates has been trialled using privet 
which is readily susceptible to Armillaria infection in garden settings. Trials using privet are nearing 
completion and will give a better understanding of whether Trichoderma has the potential to be used as a 
biological control in a garden setting.  
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An update on Botrytis fabae diversity and reproductive mode 

Tom REYNOLDS, Webb A , Thomas J, Wood T 
Department of Field Crops Research NIAB, Cambridge, UK 

Botrytis fabae is a necrotrophic fungal pathogen of faba bean. Many of the genus Botrytis are sexually 
reproducing, but while a telemorph of Botrytis fabae has been described (Wu et al 1991), the only study of B. 
fabae diversity to date found it to be clonal (Sahile 2012). Our study looks at the population structure of B. 
fabae in the UK, and has provided evidence that B. fabae is both clonally and sexually reproducing in the UK. 
This work provides important insights for breeders interested in faba bean disease resistance and growers 
worried about the impact of B. fabae. It primarily suggests that the range of B. fabae isolates encountered 
around the UK are drawn from a diverse population. We are now exploring if there are differences in 
pathogenicity reflecting this genetic diversity in B. fabae. 

References: Wu, T. & Lu, J (1991) Acta Mycologica Sinica, 10: 27-30; Sahile, S. et al (2012) Archives of Phytopathology and 
Plant Protection 45: 1218 - 1236 
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Elucidation of cacao swollen shoot disease pathogenicity 

Megan RICHARDSON, Wetten A, Turner D, Allainguillaume J, Arnold D 
University of the West of England, Bristol, BS16 1QY, UK 

Cacao swollen shoot disease (CSSD) was first discovered in cocoa trees (Theobroma cacao) grown in the 
cocoa producing regions of South East Ghana in 1936. It now constitutes one of the most important diseases 
affecting West African cocoa production, where around 70% of the world’s cocoa is produced. In 2008 the 
annual losses attributed to CSSD in the Eastern Region of Ghana were estimated to be between 20,000 
tonnes and 120,000 tonnes of cocoa. Despite the prolonged and severe impact CSSD has had on the 
livelihoods of cocoa farmers in West Africa, there are still major gaps in our understanding of the nature of 
this disease. The causative agent of CSSD is a double stranded DNA virus belonging to the genus Badnavirus, 
named cacao swollen shoot virus (CSSV). Both severe and mild CSSV strains exist, with the most virulent 
causing a major reduction in the yield obtained from cocoa trees and eventually resulting in tree death. The 
transmission of CSSV between plants appears to result exclusively from feeding of the mealybug vector. The 
principal host of CSSV is T. cacao but reservoirs of the virus have been discovered in plants native to West 
Africa, specifically fellow species in Malvaceae. In terms of transmission CSSV is classified as semi-persistent 
with virus acquisition taking from minutes to several hours and the mealybug vector mouthparts being the 
putative site of CSSV retention, though this has yet to be confirmed. Understanding CSSV pathogenicity is 
essential; investigating the means by which CSSV interacts with its host plant T. cacao, mealybug vector and 
other plants sympatric with T. cacao has the potential to help establish new methods of CSSD control.  
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K E Y N O T E  Phytophthora palmivora and its interactions with divergent land plant lineages 

Sebastian SCHORNACK 
University of Cambridge, Sainsbury Laboratory (SLCU), UK 

Our understanding on how plants successfully defend against pathogens mainly originates from studying 
economically important crop plants and a small number of closely-related flowering plant model systems. 
Very distantly-related plants, such as non-flowering liverworts that are believed to resemble some of the first 
land plants, are often overlooked. As a result, not much is known about how these plants defend themselves 
from filamentous pathogens or how plant defence strategies have evolved. The oomycete pathogen 
Phytophthora palmivora is a hemibiotroph on a broad range of host species. We demonstrated that P. 
palmivora invades Marchantia polymorpha and related liverworts to form intracellular infection structures 
inside cells of the photosynthetic layer. Studying P. palmivora interactions with vascular and non-vascular 



plants now allows us to shed light onto conserved mechanisms to support or to control filamentous microbe 
colonisation of tissues and cells. I will report on our progress on using this liverwort-microbe pathosystem to 
address important questions pertaining to Phytophthora's ability to support a broad host range and on the 
evolution of defence and symbiosis programs during the colonization of land. 
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Mapping for resistance against the light leaf spot and phoma stem canker pathogens 

Henrik U STOTZ (1), Chinthani Karandeni Dewage ( (1), Georgia K. Mitrousia (1), Heather Fell (1), Carl Gibbard 
(2), Frank Breuer (3), Bruce D. L. Fitt (1) 
(1) University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield AL10 9AB, UK; (2) KWS UK Ltd, Thriplow SG8 7RE, UK; (3) KWS SAAT SE, 37574 
Einbeck, Germany 

The two most common diseases of oilseed rape (Brassica napus) in the UK are light leaf spot and phoma 
stem canker caused by Pyrenopeziza brassicae and Leptosphaeria maculans, respectively.  Whereas R genes 
are used in oilseed rape cultivars for resistance against L. maculans, major genes for resistance against P. 
brassicae are yet to be identified.  As deployment of single genes for resistance in winter oilseed rape crops 
can lead to selection of virulent pathogen races, quantitative resistance (QR) traits are also used in breeding.  
However, the genetic basis of QR is not well understood.  To this end, data from genome-wide association 
studies (GWAS) and the Q DH population were used to identify QTL for resistance against P. brassicae that 
were consistent  across locations in the UK.  GWAS for resistance against L. maculans are done in many 
oilseed rape growing regions, including France, Germany and Australia.  Data are being compared across 
countries and continents.  To assist with these efforts, data collected in the U.K. will be consolidated.  This 
will help to identify the most promising QTL for breeding and the molecular genetic mechanisms of their 
operation. 
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Antibiotic use in crop production according to WHO regions of the world 

Philip TAYLOR (1),  J.Cole (2),  R.Reeder (1) 
(1) CABI E UK, Egham, TW20 9TY, UK; (2) School of Life Sciences, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK 

Antibiotic use in crop production is controversial because there is concern over environmental bacteria 
becoming resistant to medical antibiotics and resistance being transferred to human pathogens. Recently 
FAO, OIE and WHO (2018) surveyed 158 countries and only 3% reported any kind of regular assessment of 
antibiotic use on crops.  The few reports of antibiotic use on crops available indicate that it is restricted to 
high-value crops such as top fruit in few countries. Using data collected from Plantwise, an international 
donor-funded project led by CABI to bolster support for extension services and improve plant health systems, 
we show that antibiotics are being recommended by extension workers (and presumably used by famers) far 
more frequently and on a greater variety of crops than previously thought. Our data suggests that all WHO 
regions of the world appear to be using antibiotics on crops, with the exception of Africa (no data for 
Europe).  In some years in South East Asia it would appear that nearly 10% of the management 
recommendations for the control of pests and disease on rice contained an antibiotic.  Globally, ten 
antibiotics are being recommended on crops and there is considerable regional variation as to where they 
are used.  The problems against which antibiotics are recommended are extremely varied. It would appear 
that they are being recommended as a prophylactic spray to prevent, or control low levels of bacterial 
diseases.  This finding has implications for limiting the spread of antibiotic resistance.  

Further reading: World Health Organization, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations & World 
Organisation for Animal Health. (2018). Monitoring global progress on addressing antimicrobial resistance: analysis report 
of the second round of results of AMR country self-assessment survey 2018. 
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Study of biovar-specific determinants and role of communication with host plant in Pseudomonas 
syringae pv. actinidiae virulence 

Puttilli MR (1), Regaiolo A (1), Colombo (1,2), Maurizio V (1), Venturi V (3), De Vescovi G (3), Polverari A (1), 
Elodie VANDELLE (1) 
(1) Laboratory of Phytopathology, Department of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Verona, Italy; (2) Institute of Molecular 
Biology and Pathology (IBPM), National Research Council c/o Sapienza University, Rome, Italy; (3) International Centre for 
Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB), Trieste, Italy. 

Kiwifruit bacterial canker caused by Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae (Psa) is a quarantine plant disease 
that is threatening the global kiwifruit industry, where Italy plays a leading role. Currently, control measures 
are mainly based on the use of copper, for which the European Union has concerns due to its possible 
negative environmental effects. Moreover, Psa resistance to copper is an event already emerging in several 
Countries. Such a scenario would rapidly leave kiwifruit growers with no chance to efficiently control the 
pathogen. We are currently attempting to decipher molecular signals involved in Psa virulence induction and 
promotion. This will allow the identification of targets for designing new control strategies based on the 
inhibition of the infection process, instead of killing bacteria, thus averting the appearance of new antibiotic 
resistances, in accordance with the new trend of bacterial disease control also developed in medical field. We 
produced a Psa-specific microarray chip carrying whole genomes of Psa strains of the best-studied biovars (1, 
2 and 3). Microarray analyses were performed with wild-type strains for a deep investigation of biovar-
specific responses to provide insights into the molecular mechanisms possibly controlling Psa aggressiveness. 
Moreover, to decrypt the molecular signals governing bacteria-plant communication and to identify 
molecules inhibiting Psa virulence, a chemical genomics approach was applied using a reporter gene system 
for monitoring the expression of the virulence targets during Psa growth in presence of kiwifruit extracts.  
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Use of a real-time decision support system to give accurate timings for fungicide applications 

Hannah WILEMAN, Liu, B. & Hall A. M. 
University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, Hertfordshire AL109AB, UK 

Environmental conditions such as temperature and relative humidity (RH) affect strawberry powdery mildew 
(Podosphaera aphanis) development and disease severity. To control P. aphanis growers apply fungicides 
every 7-14 days (insurance spraying). A rule-based prediction system was developed which records the 
accumulated number of hours (up to 144) of disease conducive conditions (temperature 15.5-30°C, 
RH>60%), both parameters must be met for the number of hours to accumulate for the development of the 
pathogen. It identifies high risk periods when sporulation may occur thus allowing growers to spray at the 
optimal time to prevent primary infection. A new web-based system designed to be more user-friendly was 
used at farm sites in England and Scotland in 2018. This work aims to give commercially satisfactory disease 
control of strawberry powdery mildew with fewer fungicide sprays. The growers checked daily to determine 
whether a fungicide spray would be required; when applied, the growers reset the system to zero, the hours 
of disease conducive conditions again start accumulating. This was compared to an area of the farm that 
used the grower’s normal fungicide spray programme. From leaf samples collected, no presence of disease 
was found throughout the season showing satisfactory control of P. aphanis. The grower in England saved 
four sprays, compared to their normal spray programme. A cost-benefit analysis based on fungicides used 
and labour costs, showed that the grower saved £216 per hectare. The grower in Scotland saved three 
fungicide sprays compared to their grower group’s suggested spray programme thus saving £275 per 
hectare. The use of the prediction system enables the grower to spray with precision timing, to maximise 
fungicide effectivity on disease control, whilst making cost savings. The system can be used as a decision 
support system giving confidence to only spray when necessary instead of insurance spraying. 
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Tracking down the regulators of the yellow potato cyst nematode pathogenicity 

Nemira ZILINSKAITE, Pellegrin C, Beasley H, Kranse O, Gallina G, Eves-van den Akker S. 
Department of Plant Sciences, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB2 3EA, UK 

The yellow potato cyst nematode, Globodera rostochiensis, is a plant pathogenic nematode with significant 
economic importance as it is known to infect Solanaceae, including potato and tomato. The yellow potato 
cyst nematode can secrete effector molecules from its dorsal and sub ventral glands leading to altered 
developmental morphology and subcellular architecture, thus promoting parasitism. Recent research has 
identified a 6 bp non-coding DNA motif in the promoter regions of dorsal gland effectors – named the "DOG 
box". The DOG-box effectors can be divided into four sub-sets, each expressed at different times. These 
subsets are DOG-box independent. Thus, the DOG-box is only one part of the jigsaw puzzle - there must be 
additional regulators required for the temporal regulation of the dorsal gland effectors. The current research 
aims to identify and characterize temporal regulators to complete the picture of spatio-temporal regulation 
of G. rostochiensis effectors. Based on the hypothesis that transcription factors that control temporal gene 
expression are often co-regulated with the genes that they control, a clustering analysis was performed on 
the available RNA-Seq data across the life cycle of G. rostochiensis. We identified clusters of co-expressed 
genes that contain at least one putative transcription factor and at least one previously characterised 
effector. Specific double stranded RNAs were designed to target the candidate transcription factors by RNA 
interference in G. rostochiensis pre-infective juveniles. We used real-time qPCR to assess the impact of RNA 
interference on the target transcription factor, and effectors it may regulate. The final step will be to perform 
a comparative infection assay between the RNAi treated juveniles and untreated juveniles to assess the 
indirect effect on pathogenicity of targeting the regulator. 
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